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Explanatory notoo 

Fbr the purpoBä of thia paper the following definitions have been used! 

Developed countries:    Eastern and Western European count ri ee (including Turkey), 
Canada, United States of America, Australia,   New Zealand, 
Japan and South Africa. 

Developing countries ; Countries other than developed countries as defined above. 
They were divided into the following groups for the sake 
of convenience:    Sub-Sahelian Africa;    Arab countries; 
America (Central and South America);    South ABia 
(Afghanistan,  Bangladesh,   Bhutan,  India,   Iran,  Nepal, 
Pakistan,  Sri Lanka);    South Bast Asia (.Brunei,  Burma, 
Democratic Kampuchea,   Indonesia, Lao People's Democratic 
Republic, Malaysia,  Philippines, Singapore,   Thailand, 
Socialist Republic of Viet Nam);    East Asia (China, 
Democratic People's Republic of Korea,  Mongolia, 
Republic of Korea). 

References to  "dollaro" {$) arc  to  United  States do liara. 

References to "tons"  are to metric  tona. 

The term "billion" signifies a thoubewl million. 

Unless otherwise specified,  all figure* of steel production and consumption refer to raw 

steel (ingots) equivalent. 

Unless otherwise specified,   statistical data were taken from: 

United Mations Statistical Yearbook.   1974 

Various issues of United Nations Monthly Bulletin of Statistics 

UNCTAD Handbook of International Trade and Development Statistica.   1976. 

ThiB paper is based on an informal background paper titled "Problems and Opportunities 

in the World's Iron and Steel  Industry"-'prepared by the Industrial Operations Division of 

UMIDO for reference in operational activities (17 November 1976). 

The background and supporting information on Issue 7 is based substantially on the 

contribution and collaboration of the UNCTAD secretariat in compliance with resolutions 

adopted at the Second General Conferenoe of UNIDO in Marcì. 1975 and at UWOTAD IV in May 1976. 

1/     UNIDO/IOD. 50. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A.    The  consultât ions 

The First UNTDO Consultation Meeting on the  Iron and S+eel  Industry will be convened  in 

Vienna, 7-11  February  1977.     The objective  of the Meeting is to explore probUm3 and 

opportuni;, i ¿a  related to the expansion of the world iron and steel  industry,  giving particu- 

lar attention to the need  to  increase  the developing countries'   ehare  in world steel 

production and consumption. 

1.     The purpose of the Preparatory Meeting 

k preparatory meeting is being convened £3  part of the preparations  for the First 

Consultation Meeting.    The Aide-Mémoire announcing the Meeting included as  an ¡xrmex a 

tentative liât  of  issue;; suggested for consideration at  the preparatory meeting.    The back- 
2/ 

ground to th;;se  issues  has   be»n >J Ubo rat ed  substantive ly in this  paper.-' 

The participants   >f the  preparatory meeting will discuss  the r.even  issues and any 

additional  issues relevant   fsr consideration at  the Preparatory Meeting with a view to 

selecting a   limited number of important   issues  that can be discussed at  the First 

Consultation Meeting,   bearing in mind that   other issues could be  considered at the future 

consultation meetings on the iron and steel   industry. 

This paper provides the backgiound and  supporting information on the  seven issues,'*'with 

the ultimate objective inter alia of suggesting possible ways and means  by which co-operation 

could progressively be built up between developing and developed countries and between 

developing countries  themselves.    In considering which  issues are most  suitable for the 

Consultation Meeting,   participants are invited to  suggest which specific  points offer 

practical and useful  suggestion»' for  international  co-operation. 

2.     The need  for consultations in the  iron and steel sector 

A sectoral consultation meeting,   m tho  sense implied  by the  Lima Declaration,  ought  to 

consider a particular industry in the context of its world setting.    This is particularly 

nereseary in the case of an industry that   is as highly capital  intensive and consumes such 

vast quantities of  raw materials as the  iron and steel industry.     The issues for consultation 

on the growth of the  iron and steel  industry at  the national,   regional or  inter-regional  level 

are inevitably linked with future expansion plans and the possibilities'of implementing them. 

It   is in the area of implementation  ¡hat  developing countries  encounter constraints due to 

%l     The word "issue" as used here is  intended to mean "points for discussion".    It  is 
translated  in French as "questions" and  into Spanish as "IOB puntos sugeridos" (the points 
suggested).    These translations reflect the cc-operative spirit  in which points suggested for 
discussion at the Consultation Meeting might be considered. 

\l     The seven issues and specific points within each issue have been identified by the 
internal task force established by the Executive Director of UNIDO to prepare for consultation! 
on the steel industry. 
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limitations on sources of capital, a shortage of trained manpower and an embryonic 

technological base.    The issues therefore centre on a number of principal topics and problems 

that this paper attempts to highlight. 

Steel is the main construction material  in a modern economy, and tho developing countries 

have large needs and capabilities in the  iron and steel sector.    The present  situation and 

prospects for a general expansion.of the world's iron and steel industry must therefore be 

considered in the   light of the new economic and political realities,  and international co- 

operation must be  promoted to ensure that   expansion is rapid and equitable. 

for the developing countries, the expansion of the iron and steel industry is an economic 

imperative, mainly to satisfy their on demand, 

For developed countries, there are particularly attractive opportunities for co-operation 

with developing countries in the establishment of new capacity or in trade. 

It will be also necessary to develop and/or to secure the raw-materials supplies needed 

for the smooth expansion of the sector in the developing countries themselves. 

The growth of the iron and steel industry in the world therefore depends on a number of 

factors.    These can be discussed at a consultation meeting by industry experts and representa- 

tives from the developing and developed countries with a view to creating a favourable climate 

for co-operation and eventual negotiations aimed at promoting a global growth of the iron and 

steel industry based on acceptable techno—economic parameters, with due emphasis laid on the 

expansion of the steel industry in the developing countries. 

Further consultations on the iron and steel sector between developed and developing 

countries are likely to be required in the future.    They may be direct or promoted through 

UNIDO and other relevant international bodies of the United nations. 

*•      The present situation of the world iron and steel industry 

1.   The significance of the iron and steel industry for the world economy 

The significance of the iron and steel  industry for the world economy is indicated by the 

following: 

(a)    It produces the most assential material needed in a modern eoonomy at a relatively 

low cost 

The products of the iron and steel industry - plate, sheet, bars, rods, wire, heavy and 

light sections, tubing   eto. - are essential for the production of industrial equipment, 

industrial building« and installations)    power, transportation! communications and water 

distribution networks;   housing|   and durable oonsumer goods.    Some of its by-products are 

also important for the operation of subsidiary industriasi    pig iron is needed for oast iron 

foundires, ooke by—produots are used in the ohemioel industry, and slag is used for the 

production of osaient, glass wool and aggregate materials.    The strength and ease of fabrica- 

tion of steel, combined with its low oost, make it the most essential of all materials used 

in modern industry.    Total world production reached 695 million tons in 1973*    In spite of 



price fluctuations,  especially  in tho period  1973-1976,   steel continues to  be  cheaper than 

any other notai and,  if its strength and durability are taken into account,   cheaper than most 
other construction materials. 

(b)    The value of ito production in a dynamic  economy  is a ajgnificent   part  of the SNP 

The gross valut! of the products ard  by-products of tho  iron and steel   industry is at 

least  2-5 per cent of the  QNP in an  industrialized  economy and may reach  6-8  per cent  in 

countries where the GNP is growing rapidly and steel  production in keeping  pace with needs. 

If tho  indirect effect of ateo]   production,   based  on the gross value of all   producta and 

structures made from steel,   is considered,   the corresponding percentage of  OKP might  reach 

values of the order of 20 per cent. 

(°)     Its operation involves  the transportation and handling of very   large  tonnages of 
raw materials and producta 

The sheer weight  of materials and products that   have tc be handled and  transported for 

the operation of the world steel   industry  is huge and makes  the industry highly deponent on 

infrastructure.       About three tona of or-,,   coking coal,  outside scrap,  oil   and  fluxes are 

needed to produce one ton of et eel.    Marketable output  is  roughly one ton per  ton of steel 

ingot  produced.     So a country producing 100 million  tons of steel a year must   secure a yearly 

supply of Borne  }00 million tons of raw materials and an outlet for some  100 million  tony of 

products,   by-products and other materials. 

(d)     It  is a capital-intensive  industry,   requiring heavy investments for  its  establish- 
ment and operation 

The iron and steel   industry  is notably capital-intensive,  with a specific  requirement of 

•600-11,200»   for each ton  per year of new steel  ingot  production capacity.     In addition,   ir. 

certain cases, particularly in developing countries,   substantial infrastructure  investment 

has to be made.    The establishment of an integrated iron and steel plant with a capacity of 

one million tons a year (ingots)   in a developing country will therefore require an  investment 

of the order of |1  billion.    Additional investment  "up-stream" (for the supply of the 

necessary inputs) and "down-stream" (for the processing of steel into manufactured products) 

will alBO have to be taken into account and may also be of the order of $1   billion.     A large 

portion of the capital invested in iron and steel installations (some 5O-70 per cent) corres- 

ponds to heavy industrial equipment and heavy industrial construction, and the  iron and steel 

industry is therefore a large buyer of heavy capital goods. 

(e)    It depends greatly on multidisciplinary know-how and technology 

In an industry handling very large amounts of materials and products in  large  installa- 

tion«, and delivering relatively cheap products to the national and international markets, 

know-how and technology are of decisive importance,   particularly to ensure productivity and 

quality.    A constantly changing pattern of sources,  characteristics and prioes of raw 

«•tarlala;    changing conditions and requirements regarding the ecological effect  of  large 

industrial installations5    nev developments relating to the sources and coste of labour and 

capital}    and a changing market picture - all these have made technological development an 

imperative for the continued growth of an efficient  iron and steel industry.     Especially 

•iftuifioaat ohanges have taken place in the technologies of processes and products in the 

last two decades, and further radical ohanges are likely in the next two. 

y      Depending on sise, technology,  location and infrastructure, and relationship to 
previously existing plants and other related industries. 



(f) A large a hare  of International trade  is  directly related to the operation of the 

iron and ateol industry 

International  trade  in iron oro, pellets,   coking coal, and serai-finished and finished 

steel products involves   exchanges of about 700 million tona per year of materials and productB 

worth about 160 billion.     Exports or importi of the  raw materials and products  of the iron 

and steel industry are  either important sources  of  income for, or serious drains on the 

balance of payments  of,   developed and developing  countries alike. 

(g) It generates  or activates "up-stream"  and,   especially "down-stream"  industries of 

¿reat economic importance 

Ehe iron and steel   industry, being a heavy  consumer of raw materials,   refractories, 

rolling mill rolls (cast  or forged), special heavy  equipment and components,   ferro-alloys, 

special additives,  tin (for tin plate),  lubricants,   and the like,  is dependent  on the 

operation of important   "up—stream" industries. 

On the other hand,   the readv availability of  its output is the basis for a variety of 

"down-stream" industries  producing heavy equipment,   agricultural machinery,   structures 

(buildings, bridges     etc.),  ships, automobiles,   tractors,  industrial and civil  construction 

hardware, metal furniture,  household appliances  and utensils, tools, and other similar 

products, 

(h)    It is a large  consumer of energy 

The iron and steel   industry uses about  12 per  cent of the world's total energy require- 

ments (coal,  hydro carbons and electric power).      It   must  be noted,  however,   that   over one 

third of the total  fuel   requirement is used not   for  its  energy value but  as a reductant 

needed to obtain from  the ores metallic iron (mainly as pig iron, which is  iron containing 

carbon, silicon and manganese in solution,  besides   impurities).    The "energy problem" of the 

iron and steel industry  is therefore a peculiar one,   and it requires special treatment, 

2.    A simplified global  picture of the sector 

5/ The materials flow for the iron and steel   industry in 1973"'   is concisely presented in 

figure I,    The figures  given in table 1 are a further indication of the size of the industry. 

The following main features of the industry in  1973  should be noted: 

(a) The production of raw steel was 695 million tons',   the production of finished 

products was 556 million tons; 

(b) Total direct   raw materials input was about   1,700 million tons;    some 600 million 

tons of produc's were transported to markets; 

(o)   The total value of all products and by—products of the industry can be estimated 

at about H30 billion; 

(d) The value of  inputs was 160 billion.     Hie added value in the industry MI thus 

170 billion, which corresponds to |100 per ton of crude steel) 

(e) The developing countries, with 70 per oent of the world's population,   contributed 

¿/     1973 is considered, for the purposes of this paper, to be the last nomai year before 
1976.    "reduction warn (in millions of tons)t    world •> 695;   developing countries • 551 
developed countries m 64O, 
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about 29 per cent of world iron ore (or 36 per cent in terme of iron content) but produced 

only 8 per cent of world raw steel while consuming about 14 per cent of world steel products; 

(f) The quantities of pig iron involved are huge and indicato that any prooess designed 

to replace the conventional blast furnace in the reduction of ore to metal muet bo capable 

of operation on a very large scale; 

(g) The demand for coking coal has also reached a volume which createB special 

problems, in view of the very uneven distribution of economic deposits. Unlike iron ore, 

good coals are available only in relatively fnw locations in the world and must be imported 

by most developing countries. 

Table 1.  Main inputs, intermediate produots and final 
products of world iron and steel industry, 1973 a/ 

Inputs Intermediate 
products 
(million 

tons) 

Pinal products 

Million   ,  y*}f 
+~„.,     (million tons           ms) 

Unit value 

Million 
tons 

Value 
(million *JS) 

(•US/ton) 

Iron ore 835 12,500 15 

(Pig iron) 494 

Coking ooal 485 26,700 55 

(Coke) • 364 

Oil 65 2,000 30 

Fluxes 

Scrap 

140 

165*/ 

2,100 

8,250 1702/ 

15 

50 

Other consumables 30 9,000 300 

(Steel ingots) 

Steel products 

Other 

1.720 

695 

1,723 

556 

-52 
606 

122,300 

..urn 
129,800 

220 

150 

Total 60,550 

a/  Data and rough estimates* 

b/  Purohased scrap. 

0/  Internal process scrap. 

3. Msosnt evolution and growth rates 

The world iron and steel industry has grown steadily over the last quarter of a osntury 

and has supplied essential low oost materials to the world market, drowth was supported by 

a remarkable teohnologioal development in every aspect of steel production. Sinos there are 

many articles and papers on the reoent development of iron and steel technology, no review 

is attempted here. A number of statistical production aspects are presented, however, to 

outline the broad features of the growth of the sector. 

Figure II presents in graphical form the evolution of world steel produotion since 19á8 

and the shares of the developed and developing countries. It also indioates growth ratsir" 

for various periods. It is seen, for example, that the growth of the industry in ths period 

§/     All M»e growth rates were oaloulated by regression analysis assuming a  nstant 
rate of growth in the period ooneerned. 
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1966-1975 waa«    4.3 per cent  for the wond and 9.2 per cent  for the developing countries. 

In the same period the share of the developing countries grew from 7.1  per cent to 10.5 per 

cent,    lliis  last figure is unusually high because of the sudden drop in world production in 

1975.    Under normal conditions the share of the developing countries in 1975 would have been 

about 9.5 Per cent. 

4.     geographical distribution of steel production 

As already indicated (figure II) the  developing countries produce only about  8 per  cent 

of world steel (1973).    In other words,   2.7 billion people (70 per cent of world population) 

produced only 8 per cent of world steel,   while the other  1.1   billion people in the developed 

countries (30 per cent world population)   produced about  92 per cent  of the world steel  in 

1973. 

The above two  points alone  indicate a striking disparity between the developed and 

developing countries  in the  iron and steel  sector.     The   large difference between developed 

and developing countries  in this respect   is generally  reflected in other indices of 

production»  consumption and standard of living. 

Figure  III indicates  in more deta  1  the distribution of steel production in developing 

countries  in different regions and sub-regions.    It also  indicates the corresponding degrees 

of self-sufficiency.    It  is seen that developing countries in all regions have a Bteel 

deficit and ha/e to rely on imports.    This is particularly marked in Sub-Sahelian Africa,  in 

the Arab Community and in South-East Asia.    The wide difference in the degree of self- 

sufficiency in steel between the regions  is quite marked. 

Steel production is quite unequally distributed among th« countries:    20 countries 

produce ;., per cent of world steel.    Nine countries alone produce 80 per cent of the total. 

An even more striking difference exists between individual countries.    Production varies 

from .ero tons/country and zero kg £er capita up to about  14O million tons/country and 2,060 

kg per capita. 

Practically all developed countries have integrated or semi-integrated steel-making 

facilities.    Only  15 of the developing countries have integrated iron and steel plants, most 

of them quite small;    another 30 have very small steel-*aking facilities based on scrap 

melting.    Many of the latter are now paralyzed or operating irregularly. 

The £gr capita production by regions is indicated in table 2.    It  can be seen that 

South Asia,  South-Bast Asia and Sub-Sahelian Africa show very low ¿er capita production and 

consumption figure«.    The situation is particularly critical in Sub-Sahelian Africa, which 

produces only 1.6 kg of steel, per inhabitant, per year.    On the other hand, Latin America 

as a whole seems to be in the »take-off" stage to industrialization and already has an 

important and flourishing steel industry. 

As indicated above, although production and consumption have attained good levels (in 

total tonnage, per capita values and growth rates) in certain developing countries,   in most 

of them the iron and steel industry is non-existent.    These latter countries oonstitute a 

speoial group of "sero steel countries» that merit special attention and assistance to enable 

them to make a start at iron and/or steel production, for rolled products or castings, even 

if only in very «mall integrated or non-integrated plants.    Such plants, as demonstrated in 

developed and certain developing countries, can be technologically and economically viable. 
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Production Importa 
(million tone/yoar) 

Self-  30     20     10     0     10 
suffixiency \ f      f 

jsa        !      ! 
17.5 

11.5 

«7.0 

«6.9 

16.1 

79.8 

Sub-Sahalian Africa 
I 

Arab 
countries 

Latin Anarioa 

South 
Asia 

»outh-Eaet Asia 

Bast  ABia 

Par capita       Population 
consumption (kg)(alllion} 

9.1 263.1 

42.3 

81.0 

14.5 

17.9 

42.3 

133.6 

302.3 

786.8 

301.2 

887.8 

64.0 Davaloaing countries 3t.7 2.668 

109.8 Savalopaa countries 526.5 1.137 

Figure III.      Production and import of steel by region,    1973 

Table 2.       Production and coneumption of steel by region,     1973 
 ••—' ••"-  •**•*"•-    ••-   • -  • 1 ;  

Population 

' Million     f. 

Raw Bteel 
.oroduction 

Raw steel 
consumption 

Par oaaita 

pro-   sonsuap- 
htetien   tion "'• tona    , 

t *    t 
2,668     69.8 

263.1   6.9 
55.3 

0.42 

8.0 

0.1 
86.3 

2.40 

12.5 

0.3 

20.7 
1.6 

32.3 

Sub-Sahelian Africa 9.1. 
Arab countries 133.6   3.5 0.65 0.1 5.65 0.8 4-9 42.3 
Latin Anerioa 30?.3   7.9 16.40 2.4 24.50 3.6 54.3 81.0 

South Asia 788.8 ,20.6 7.65 1.1 11.44 1.7 9.7 14.5 
South-But Asia 301.2   7-9 0.87 0.1 5.40 0.8 2.9 17.9 

Saat Asia 867.8 ¿2.7 29.44 4.? 36.87 5.3 33.9 42.5 

Pml&fiaA 1,137     29.8 639.5 92.O 603.7 87.5 562 531 

Mastern Europe 399.1 10.4 178.10 25.6 161.90 23.5 446 406 

Saatera Europe 356-9   9.3 178.30 25.7 177.20 25-7 500 496 

•orth Avario» 232.5   6.1 150.20 21.6 163.75 23.7 646 704   l 

Oeaaala 16.1   0.4 7.89 1.1 6.02 1.2 490 498 
Japan 106.4   2.8 119.32 17.2 87.18 12.6 1,101 805 
South Afrioa 23.7   0.6 5.72 0.8 5.64 0.8 241 237  .. 

World 3,820 695 690 182 181 

I 
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MCKOROUÏD AMD SUPPORTI» IHPORIUTTON ON SEVEN I33UES AFFECTING THE 

OF THE WORLD IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY FROM 1976 TO 2000 

IBPUP W°i 1 

THE FUTURE REQUIREMENTS, TARGETS AND DISTRIBUTION OF STEEL 
PRODUCTION BEWEEN THE DEVELOPED AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Issue 1 (a) 

What, are likely to be the fu+.ure requirements of steel   in developed and developing 

countries in the period up to  1985 and in the period 1985-2000? 

Taking into account the estimated requirementa, what should be the production target 

for developing countries for the yearB 1985 and 2000? 

Issue 1 (b) 

Taking into account the steel production capacity that  is under construction and 

planned in both developed and developing countries, what steps should be taken by 

Governments and industry in these countries to achieve the steel production targets for 

1985 as well a« for subsequent years up to 2000? 

Issuo 1 (c) 

What case car be made out for the dynamic growth of .the steel industry in the develop- 

ing countries up to the year 2000,  based on technical assistance from the developed to the 

developing countries and technical co-operation amongst the latter themselves in order to 

increase the share of developing countries in the world iron and steel production? 

Issue 1 (d) 

What solutions and national and regional measures could be considered as appropriate 

for meeting consumption requirements and establishing adequate production capacities in 

developing countri« which currently have little or no steel prodv.ction? 

I.    lâ«CMOUlD AID SUPPORTI» INFORMATION FOR ISSUE 10.   1 

1.   Basis si——il« promotions sad production targets 

Various foreoaate for world steel consumption and production currently made on the basil 

of judicious considération, vary from 1,500 million tons to 2,000 million tons by 2000. 

While the forecasting of steel consumption and production for the developing countries (and 

world) is difficult, it is even more difficult for developing countries to arrive at fore- 

casts and targets. 

No sets of forecasts might be assumed, however, for the year 2000 - one high and one 

moderate - on the «wis of preliminary analyses and forecasts from various sources.¿/ 

They arel 

I 

j/     See «IDO/IOD.5O, pp. 32-41. 
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World Developing countries 
consumption consumption 

(million tone)  

High forecast 2,000 7OO-8OO 

Moderate forecast 1,750 5OO-55O 

The high forecaut is  nainly based on the higher estimates of world     eduction by various 

sources and on a rather high consumption growth rate for the developing countries.    The 

moderate forecast is mainly based on the middle value estimates of world production by 

various sourceB, and a moderate growth rate of consumption in the developing countries. 

To select a consumption projection ae a baais for setting production targets for the 

year 2000,  further detailed teohno-eoonomic studies would have to be made.     However,   in a 

first attempt to quantify production targets and to  identify the corresponding implications, 

the moderate forecast is tentatively selected, for the following reasons: 

(i)    The recession experienced in very recent  years was the most  serious one after the 

war,  and the steel  industry was  even more affected  than most other industries.    Pull   economic 

recovery may take a few years.    Certain expansion plans were shelved,  others are being 

revised or delayed.    Furthermore,  normal structural changes in the world eoonomy,  ecological 

problems, and huge raw material and energy requirements will pose special  problems for the 

growth of the world steel industry; 

(ii)    The high rate of growth of steel consumption in the developing countries (8.1  to 

9,6 per cent par year for the last  10 to  I5 years) may decrease when the total quantity of 

steel consumed increases and imports become more costly.    The supply of low priced steel 

from the developed countries before the economic crisis was an important  factor for the 

steady development of consumption by the developing countries.    It  is likely that world 

•teel prices will be generally higher in future, and this will affect  imports and consump- 

tion of steel by developing countries in the short and medium term; 

(iii)    Production of steel in the developing countries has also grown at a steady rate 

(8.3 to 9.2 per cent per year);    if it continues at such a rate,   it will reach 470 to 600 

million tons in 2000.    It seems difficult for the developing countries to exceed the past 

rate of growth appreciably,  in view of heavy requirements for the development of inputB and 

infrastructure} 

(iv)    The steel consumption forecast for the developing countries (5OO to 55O million 

tons for 2000) implies industrial production growth of about 7 per cent per year.    The figure 

of 7 per oent corresponds to the developing countries observed growth rate of the last  10 

to 17 years.    Sinoe an appreciable Blow down of industrial production of the world is 

anticipated (fro* 7 P«r oent per year to 4.5 to 5.5 per cent per year) it seems reasonable 

to assume that the developing oountries will not exceed the general 7 P«r cent growth rate 

in the next 25 years ; 

(*)   The high projection for developing oountries* steel consumption (700 to 800 million 

tons in MOO) would, however, imply s high level of imports (15O to 200 million tons) if the 

production of the developing oountries grows at the pressât rate*    This would place a very 

heavy burden on. the balmnoe of trad« of the developing oountries. 
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The adoption of the moderate  forecast of consumption iß aleo consistent with the 

following conaideratione: 

(a) Considerations baaed on the Lima target for industrial output.    Since the Lima 

target for the total industrial output of the developing countries  is 25 per cent and there 

are sectors of industry where the developing countries will encounter serious problems in 

meeting the target  (aero-space,   electronic industry,  nuclear energy generation equipment 

etc), the developing countries must do considerably better than reach a 25 per cent share 

in other sectors.     It íP assumed here that the 25 per cent value can be exceeded more easily 

in the conventional basic industries - steel, fertilizers, petrochemicals, and so forth. 

The consensus of many developing countries' experts seems to be that to reauh the Lima target 

a share of at  least 30 per cent  of steel production must be reached by the developing 

countries    by 2000.    Based on a forecast of 1,750 million tons for world production, the 

.share of the developing countries would be 530 million tons in 2000; 

(b) Per capita considerations.    If it is assumed that an average (MP of 1750 £gr capita 

per year (at  1963 value) by 2Ü00 would be a minimum goal,  it can be seen from the "steel inten- 

sity" curves'   that the corresponding apparent steel consumption would be approximately 

110 kg per capita.    If it is further assumed that by 2000 the populations of the world, 

developing countries and developed countries will reach 6,1 billion,  4»6 billion and 1.5 

billion respectively,  it can be  seen that a consumption target of 110 kg £j£ capita would give 

a figure of 510 million tone by 200C,  for the developing countries! 

(c) Self-sufficiency consideration».   As is repeatedly mentioned,  imports of steel by 

developing countries are a heavy burden on their limited foreign currency resources, and 

achievement of a large degree of self-sufficiency should be a major target of the developing 

countries as a group.    Under the moderate forecast,   steel consumption of the developing 

countries will reach 500 to 550 million tons in 2000.    This steel can be produced within the 

developing oountries,  if their present rate of production growth can be maintained until the 

end of this century, which seems a reasonable assumption. 

The basic targets for steel production in the year 1985 and 2000 indicated in table 3 

can therefore be taken, tentatively and arbitrarily,  as a basic projection for reference in 

discussions and planning.    It is emphasised that the figures shown are no «tore than 

suggestions for reference and discussion.   They can nevertheless be considered as a minimum 

desirable target and can serve as a basis to identify the order of magnitude of the problems 

mud opportunities facing developed and developing oountries. 

It is interesting to note that some developing oountries have already reached 

production or consumption figures close to 100 kg/oapita.   Esempi es (in kf/oapita) aret 

Brasil (94) tepublio of Korea (90 

•exloo (95) lawii Arabia (96) 

Portugal (138) 

Oramos (92) fenetuela (103) 

•mmioo (M) Tu|oilavia (126) 

(91) 

I 

y     UBI i    Projection 85. 
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Table 3.    Baaic projection for the years  198S and 2000 (raw steel base) 

Ito» I9P5 2000 

Forecast, world production (millioi tons/year)           1,0f)0 1,7f>0 

TargetB for developing countries: 

Production (million torus/year) I51 530 

Share of production (per cent) I4 30 

Per capita production (kg/year) 45 115 

Self sufficiency (per cent) 72 100 

2.    Measures to be taican at national and international  levels 

In view of the steel production capacity that  in iindor construction and ,. i armed  in 

developed and developing countries   alike,   th.r following steps could be  taken by CWororiients 

and the steel industry in those countries  in order to achieve steel  production tat gets i'or 

1J6!) and subsequent years up to ¿OCX, ¡ 

(a) Developing countries might draw up long-torn comprehensive national  plans for the 

develapaent of their iron and  steel industries commensurate with their needs and capabilities 

.and  integrated with the development of other  industrial  sectors.     They might  :.set  up their 

own national targets for steal production,  based on their conditions and îvso-irses of 

technology and finance,   in accordance with the reconwiendationn of tne Lima Jenferenoo, 

Some developing countriec have already drawn up euer, plans, which include tf.r-;etc up to  the 

year 2000; 

(b) Developing countries  could advantageously co-operate closely with the developed 

countries in order to mobilize and supplement their resources of technology and finance, 

manpower training and business management;    the developed countries can lend a powerful  hand 

in these fields to the developing world; 

(c) In drafting and implementing their steel plans, the developing countries could take 

into account very carefully a variety of basic facts and factors drawn from the experience 

gained so far by other developing countries in expanding their steel capacities.    The 

developing oountries could,  for example,   set up joint platforms for action »rangst themselves 

and seek to pool their resources (raw materials,  technology,  finances,  training etc.) with 

the sol« objeotive of expanding their steel industry on a sound technical and economic basúü 

(d) The Governments of the developing countries, and their private and public sector 

enterprises, might consider entering into joint venturos amongst  themselves and with other 

countrisa 1 

(•)    ft« Government s of the developing countries may consider providing aid for the 

expansion of the steal industry through assistance int    land acquisition, power and wate: 

resouroM ana tariffs,  infrastructure facilities (including townships and services), tax 

exemption« on capital goods, and oapital incentives. 
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Considering the vast economic and industrial gaps between the developed and developing 

countrieB,   it ia easnntial for them to join hands on technology and finance as part of a 

new economic order.    The developed countrieB, which are faced or will be faced with ecolo- 

gical deterioration and depletion of their natural   resources,  will come or are coming to the 

doors of the developing countries to secure and supplément their massive needs for raw 

materials and energy resources.    Go—operation between the two has therefore to be promoted 

at all  levels in order to achieve global steel targets ovei' the next  quarter of a century. 

Wie interdependence and solutior of these problems thus require negotiations and agree- 

ments on a new Bet of international  economic relations based on the principles of mutual 

understanding and co-jperaticn. 

The developing countries also need to prenote among themselves regional and joint plana 

of action for the  interchange of raw materials and steel products on a trade or barter basis 

(bi- and multilateral),    particularly for developing countries that currently have no ateel 

production;    means have to be determined and applied to establish ateel industries consistent 

with their population and growing market needs.    The steel industry is today no country's 

monopoly.    'Rie least developed countries also have to share the fruits of steel technology 

and plan its seeding on their home soils through perseverance and with the assistance of 

their partners in the developing and the developed world.    Once the basic objectivée are 

defined and accepted, the course the steel industry has to follow to take root and grow will 

be less tortuous. 

Issue No.  2 

RAH MATERIALS AND FUEL!    REQUIREMENTS AMD AVAILABILITY 

ttflf 8 U) 
What would be the global requirements for raw materials (including steel scrap) «nl 

fuels needed to achieve targets for the production of steel in developed and developing 

countries in 1985-2000? 

How could these requirements be satisfied by supplies from presently available sources 

and through the development of new ones? 

I—us 2 (b) 

Whet steps can be taken/recommended to develop new forms of international oo-operation 

to promote, on an international basis, new mining,  beneficiation and more economic use of 

raw materials and fuels?    How far should local processing of raw materials be promoted so 

aa to increase added value for export? 

Imiue 2 (o) 

What measures are needed to promote a mutually advantageous exchange of raw materials 

and fuels that will enable both developed and developing countries to achieve their steel 

production targets? 



II.  BAGK3R0riD AND SUPPORTING INFORMATION ON ISSUE No. 2 

1,  Fixture requirement a and resources 

World requirements for various raw materials needed during 1973, 1980, !9Ö^ and 2000 

bo meet the corresponding stool targets are shown in table 4> 

Table |j presents selected data on iron ore, coking coal and hydrou-u-h ,n  <•••.  i i •-; avi 

production. 

For iron ore, ¿he situation ìP quite favourable to the developing countries in terms 

of high quality ore reserves and production.  Figure IV shows the evolution of iron ore 

production.  It oan be seen that the share of the developing countries is increasing and 

is quite substantial in terms of tonnage.  In 1973, the developing countries produced 180 

million tons of a world total of 490 million tons, and their share was 36 per cent.*" 

This illustrates the increasing dependence of the developed countries on the iron resources 

of the developing countries. 

The coking coal reserves of the developing countries are very limited.  In general, 

their volume and quality are insufficient or their exploitation is uneconomic  Non-coking 

coal reserves are much larger but these coals have so far found only limited application in 

the iron and steel industry.  Their potential for greater use in the future, however, is 

good. 

Despite intense and concerted efforts to cut down coke consumption for iron production 

during recent decades (see figure V) by technological improvement and innovation, demand for 

coking coal is creating special problems for the steel industry. The problems arise because 

total world reserves of coking coal are limited compared with tota] world reserves of coal, 

and 90 Per cent of the coking coal reserves are found in . • lati.vciy few ilac-s in the 

world, mainly in developed countries.  Developing countries other than China account only 

for some 2.3 per cent of total world reserves, as shown in table 5» 

To help offset the dependence on coking coal, intensive efforts are Deing made to use 

non—coking coals more fully: (a) as reductants in direct reduction processes; (D) as "formed 

coke" in blast furnace iron making; and (c) by coal washing and the blending of semi^joking, 

non««oking and ooking coals for iron smelting. The potential of charcoal as a reductant is 

also being studied in developing countries sinoe it is a renewable resource and can be the 

basis for siaeable iron and steel production, as is the case in Brazil (over 3 million tons 

a year). 

Another, important input (see figure I) is scrap. No data on scrap are included here, 

however, because they are difficult to obtain for the developing countries. Most of the 

scrap used in the iron and steel industry is of two types s  internal scrap (generated in 

iron and steel plants in normal operations) and obsolescence scrap. The supply of internal 

scrap is a direct function of plant production. Obsolescence scrap is characteristic of 

highly industrialized countries and is available only in very limited quantities in 

developing countries, but it can be used llor starting a small steel industry, if there ia a 

regular supply of it.   Imports of scrap are sometimes possible, but price and availability 

are uncertain. In the last three years scrap prices fluctuated widely on international and 

looal markets. 

I 

2/     All figures in terms of iron contained in ore. 
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•table 5, Production Mid reaouroea of raw materials by region, 1973 

Iron ore Coal 

Cokinp 
coal 

(million 

Crude 
petroleua             Maturai gma 

•egipn 
(million tona) 

.    . ?~    Resource duction 
(1»)        (ore) 

(million tona) 

Pro-   _ 
.    ..      Reaource auction 

t one ) 

Rea our 3 

(million tons) (billion eu m) 

Pro-   _               Pro-   « 
4.. n ~~ Reaarve.    . .      Reaerve auction               duction 

  — Quantity  • 

Developing 176 196,000 573 1,140,000 245,000 • 1,740 59,000    113 ?ß,500 

Sub-Sahelian Afrioa   37.2 22,600 5 14,500 1,000 120 2,950      0.4 1,750 
Arab oountriee 2.6 4,760 1 140 0 921 38,400       29.6 11,900 
Latin Aawrioa 66.6 99,000 12 35,600 6,000 265 4,050       47.0 2,360 
South Aeia 22.5 31,000 80 63,100 14,200 300 9,430       27.7 11,300 
South-lMt Asia I.T 5,060 3 1,600 500 83 2,1«)         5.5 1.070 
•tat Aeia 43.7 33,150 472 1,013,000 223,300 50 2,030          2.6 165 

Developed 315 566,000 1,653 7,002,000 663,000 1,030 15,300 1,163 41,900 

Western Burope 54.8 31,900 289 402,500 136,500 23 2,390     145 4,670 

•astern Burope 121.1 306,000 657 4,052,000 244,500 446 6,700     283 20,100 

Worth Averioa 63.9 225,600 547 2,363,000 273,000 540 6,020     728 16,100 
Oceania 47.2 16,700 55 112,500 6,000 17 230         4 990 
Japan 0.6 1.500 22 7,400 4,000 1 4         3 15 
South Africa 6.9 4,200 62 44,300 19,000 - - - 

World 491 762,000 2,206 8,150,000 9?e,ooo 2,770 74,300 1,276 70,400 

~ Percentage —~— 

fiUttiiBlÉC 35.« 25.0 26.0 14.1 26.4 62.8 79-4     6.9 40.5 

3ue-aMM.il an if rio*    7.6 ••9 0.2 0.2 0.1 4.3 4.0    0.0 2.5 
Ara« oountriee 0.5 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 Ihl IUI   *•* láxS 
Latin America 14.0 lid 0.5 0.4 0.6 9.6 5.5     3.7 3.3 

South Acia 4.« 4.0 3.6 1.0 1.5 10.8 12.7     2.2 16.1 

South hit Aeia 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.0 0.1 3.0 2.9     0.4 1.5 
•Mt Aaia ••9 4.2 liti. 12.4 24.1 1.6 t.7     2.2 O.t 

atveloaad 64.2 Î4.9 74.0 85.9 73.6 37.1 20.6   91.1 59.5 
Heatera lurope 11.1 4.1 13.1 4.9 14.7 0.8 *•*   111! 6.6 
•tetera Itrop« Ud 39.1 Ail Utl &Ú llxl tifi Itxl SLÁ 
Berth Aawrioa 01x1 Ait Htl 29.2 ¡Là lixî ••'   21x1 itxl 
Ooeaaia 9.« LI 2.5 1.4 0.6 0.4 0.3    0.3 1.4 
3Ê$m 0.1 0.2 1.0 0.1 0.4 0.0 0.0     0.1 0.0 

South Afrloa 1.4 0.» 2.6 0.5 t.o 0.0 0.0     0.0 0.0 

I 
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figure V,      Coke rf.tio by country,  1967-I973 

2.    Im trend« and opportunities 

Oonsidering the huge quantities  involved and the limited number of sources,  the supply 

of raw materials for the world's iron and ateel industry will become a critical factor in the 

next 25 years.    Mining, beneficiation installations and transportât ion (particularly ports and 

•hipping) will have to be developed on an unprecedented scale, 

(»)    ¡m ore 

World consumption of iron ore may reach  1,900 million tons by 2000 - more than twice 

the present mining capacity.    Since the development of new large mines takes five to ten 

ye*r« and rehires large investments for infrastructure, mine equipment and installations for 

ore processing,  it  is clear that this problem alone would merit close study and international 

co-operation.    It is  likely that the dependence of the world iron and steel industry on 

developing countries for supplies of iron ore will increase owing to the definite trend 

towards the uae of high grade ore,  sinter, or pellets.    Traditional sources of low-grade iron 

or« are playing an increasingly secondary role because of exhaustion or the higher production 

oosts associated with the use of suoh ores.    The fast development of large-scale transoceanic 

ore «hipping in the recent past has given the developing countries acoess to new sources of 

better iron ores, while providing the developing countries with a new souroe of revenue. 

Prêtant trends may be summarized as follows 1 

A preference for higher grade ores 

An increasing use of benefioiated ore,  especially pellets 
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An increasing share of developing countries in the international market 

Increasing reliance on large-scale transoceanic shipping and specialised ore ports 

Increasing control by developing countries over their own ore production 

Increasing efforts to establish local processing; to obtain greater value added; 
and export pellets, pre-reduced ore (including "sponge iron"), "semis" (billets, slabs, 
blooms) etc. 

The magnitude of the task of erpanding iron ore production to the levels indicated 

above can be gauged by the following estimates: 

It will be necessary to develop the equivalent of 50 new mines each producing 
20 million tons a year 

Transoceanic transportation may involve, by 2000, the equivalent of 1,000 ships each 
of 100,000 tons capacity. 

(b) Reductanta 

It is more appropriate, when discussing the problems of the world iron and steel 

industry, to talk in terms of the supply of reductants rather than in terms of energy. This 

is because the first essential step for the operation and expansion of the iron and steel 

industry is the reduction of iron oxides by reaction with reductants. The principal 

reductants, which may be used pure or in mixtures, are carbon, carbon monoxide and hydrogen. 

While the problem of energy supply can be solved by other means (hydroelectric generation, 

nuclear power, solar energy etc.) there is no substitute for these three agents for the 

reduction of iron oxides. 

rnnergy (as heat or electricity) is also necessary for reduction, steel^iaking and 

rolling, and renewed efforts must be made to decrease the energy requirements of iron and 

steel plants, but the principal problem is that of the reductants. 

The main reductant used in the iron and steel industry today is coke produced from 

mixtures of coking coals. The tight supply and increasing price of coking coal are likely to 

continue in the future because reserves are mainly located in developed countries and there 

are difficulties in expanding mining. The critical probi« for the iron and steel industry, 

•specially in developing countries, is therefore to decrease dependence on ooke (and on the 

blast furnace) and develop the use of non-coking coals, liquid hydrocarbons, natural gas 

and, wn«a feasible, charcoal. The possible competitors to the coke-operated blast furnace 

are the so-called "direct réduction"-» prooesses and the oharooal-operated blast furnace. 

Accordingly, most efforts to dsorease dependence on ooke have relied and will 

oontinue to rely mainly on the following measurest 

(i) Ths reduction of ooke consumption in conventional blast furnaces by oareful 
oontrol of the operation; charge preparation; use of high-grade ores (or 
sinter or pellets) ; injeotion of oarbon-rioh solids, hydrocarbons or oxygen 
at tuyere level; inorsased use of non-ooking coals (mixed with ooking ooals); 

(ii) Ths development and application of appropriate OR processes, aooording to looal 
conditions, and raw materials and rsduotants available (hydrocarbons or non- 
ooking ooals); 

(ill) Where possible, the use of oharooal-operated blaert furnaoea. 

jjj/  Often abbreviated as HI» 
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3. national and International efforts required 

Special attention should be paid to making the moat economical use of raw materials, 

including the reducíante and energy sources required by the expanding steal industry described 

above, and also to the local processing of raw materials in developing countries and the 

Mutually advantageous exchange of raw materials between developing and developed countries. 

Local processing of raw materials such as iron ore should be carefully considered in 

order tot 

(a) Hake optimum economic use of the metallic iron value in the ore for iron and eteel 

production at home; 

(b) Export an added value product) 

(o) Reduce domestic iron and steel production costs; 

(d) Obtain greater foreign exchange earnings as a consequence of (a) and (b). 

Tke moat advantageous forms of local processing of iron ore might be pelletization of ore 

fines and pre-reduction of the pellets to highly metallized sponge. 

Pelletisation of ore fines to produce high-grade oxide pellets is now universally accepted 

for iron and sponge production because of the high iron content, uniform sise, strength and 

optimum reducibility of the pellets. Pellets can also withstand long distance rail and ocean 

transport. 

International trade in natural lumpy iron ores and fines and pellets has been increasing 

steadily in step with world iron- and steel-making capacity. Although pellet production started 

only in 1950, it now accounts for over one fifth of total iron-ore use. lîiere has been a 

phenomenal rise in the output of pellets from about 70 million tons in the 1960s to about 

175 «illion tons in 1974. 

Measures must be taken to ensure a mutually advantageous exohange of raw materials and 

fuels through equitable prices, so that developed and developing countries alike can achieve 

their steel production targets. These subjects have come into the limelight only recently, 

notwithstanding considerations of cost and price, however, the exohange of raw materials and 

fuels (energy) should be promoted on a regional (bilateral) and interregional (multilateral) 

basis through trade and barter between developing and developed countries and between the 

developing oountries themselves. 

Issue Mo, } 

TtXJHUOLOOICAL ALTKRHATITO 

Unat measures should be taken for the promotion of teohno-ooonomio appraisal and practioal 
evaluation for seleotion of the moat appropriate and proven teohnologioal process routes by 
the developing oowntriesT 

I 
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Issue 3 (b) 

What measures should be taken to ensure the development and adaptation of alternative 

and applicable technologies for Bteel production to achieve the required growth of produc- 

tion capacities  in developing countries,   in particular countries currently having little or 

no steel production? 

Issue 3 (c) 

What are the relevant criteria for establishing a steel indmtry under the conditio!» 

existing in developing countries, bearing in mind the economies of ecale? 

Issue 3 (d) 

What are the main parameters for selecting the location of the steel industry in the 

developing countries, taking into account inter alia (a) the experience of both developed 

and developing countries;  (b) technological alternatives (procese routes)}and (o) the potential 

for regional industrial co-operation in the iron and steel industry? 

III.      BAOKOROUND ASD SUPPORTINO IHFOMttTION OH IS3UI lo.  3 

1.      Alternatives available 

The iron and steel plants now in successful operation in developed and developing 

countries for production of plain carbon tteels differ greatly in site and the processes 

they use.    Many different raw materials and products (and by-product») »re prooeseed or 

produced, using a variety of equipment,  at 1 evels from over 10 million ton« a year to a« low 

as 20,000 tons a year. 

The range of possibilities includes, for example: 

Iron orest    low grade oolithic ores with an iron content as low as 26-26 per oent 
and high phosphorus;   hematites with over 60 per cent iron content}    taconites and 
itabirites needing ore dressing 

Iron-containing materials for reduction to iron:    screened ores,  sinter, pelleta 

High-iron-content materials for steel making!    scrap, pre-reduoed ore«, sponge iron, 
pig iron (liquid or solid) 

Reducíante:    coke, non-coking coals, charcoal,  hydrocarbons (liquid or gaseous), 
hydrogen (for special iron powder production) 

Reduction furnaces:    coke blast furnace,  charcoal blast fumaos,  eleotrio reduction 
furnace,  rotary kilns of various types, vertical retorts of various types, fluidised 
bed units 

Steel making furnaces:    oxygen converter, open hearth, eleotrio aro furnace,  induction 
furnaoe, Thomas and Bessemer converters,  special furnaces 

Ingot casting:    conventional top- and bottom-fed ingot molisi    continuous casting 
(various types) 

Rolling!    a wide variety of equipment is available to roll all types of plate,  sheet, 
sections, bars,  rod and tubes.    They vary greatly in sise, degree of automation, 
prinoiple of operation, and output. 

The selection of process and equipment best fitted to local conditions (raw materials 

availability,  reduotants, energy, market situation,  infrastructure, related industries, 

eoonomio situation etc.)    is of vital importance for the suooess of newly installed steelworks. 

Table 6 indicates various alternative prooess routes whioh are in use today.    It also indioates 

the normal ranges for capacity, number of employees,  required construction period and cost« 

These figures vary quite widely depending on local conditions and should be treated as only 

a rough indication of the applicability of the various process routes. 
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The table is self explanatory, but  the following points seerr to be worthy of attention: 

There is a wide variety of processes,  equipment  and scale of operations   to  choose 
from 

anali  semi-intégrât ed (steelmaking pluf?  rolling)   plants  can be operate!   m  lh^  oasi^ 
of scrap at a scale ay  low as  20,000 tons a year 

Pig iron can be produced at a scale as  low as 5,000 tons  a year (for foundries) 

Snail integrated   plants based on  the charcoal blast furnace can bo very successfully 
operated at a scale as   low as  100,000 tons a year (and  even lower,  under  special 
conditions) 

Certain direct   reduction processes can be the basis for  fully integrated   plants  ( or>;- 
to-product)  at  scales as  low as  100,000-150,000 tons a year.    Production   "f sponge  for 
sale is also an  interesting option   for certain developing countries 

In certain cases,   production is   limited   to somi-finished  products  (slab,   bloom,   billet) 
which are then transported for processing elsewhere  in the country or exx ort.oi. 
Certain developing countries seem  to have good potential  for this type  of  operation 

It  should be noted  that for some  of  the process route options outlined in   table ò, 

certain developing countries are in a better position to  assist   other developing countries 

better than developed countries would be.    This  is particularly true for certain direct 

reduction processes and for charcoal-based  iron and steel production. 

When considering the application of a very new technology,   care must  be taken to  relegate 

unproven processes to a stage where they can first be fully technically and economically 

proved and accepted;    this  is of specific  importance to  developing countries.     Applicable 

technologies must  be developed and adapted for steel production  in developing countries, 

particularly countries with practically no steel  production.     Many developing countries  have 

paid a heavy price for applying unproved sponge-production technology based on  solid 

reductants. 

2.    Economies of scale 

Considerations of economies of scale  should not discourage  developing countries from 

setting up iron and steel production facilities.    As the size of a steel plant   increases and 

approaches 500,000 to   1   million tons a year,  energy and materials costs per ion   level  out, 

and capital cost per annual ton capacity decreases.    At higher capacities rising to 5 and 

10 million tons a year,   the capital cost per annual ton capacity decreases further.    In the 

developing countries and the least daveloped countries,   however,  the principal  determinants 

of plant size should be domestic market needs and raw material resources;    this   is specifi- 

cally so for scrap-based mini steel plants and    mills.     In many developing and developed 

countries,  integrated multi-million ton steel complexes operate  just as well  as  the large 

number of mini steel plants in Brazil,   India,  the united States, and elsewhere.     The mini 

plants (scrap based) usually serve local markets.    They rely on local scrap collection,   not 

all of which can be economically transported to  large steel complexes.    Thus,   m such cases, 

the economic unit can be quite small.     Largely because of the transport cost advantagas (rail 

and road), mini plants  in Europe, Brazil,  India, the United States, and many other countries 

have demonstrated their economic viability. 

3.    Looational factors 

If raw materials are net available  locally in a country and have to be imported, a 

coastal tide-water location is an essential retirement for a steel plant, as  is amply 

demonstrated by the ooastal Bteel plants in Japan.    Where local iron ore and fuel resources 

are available inland,  as in India, the optimum location of the steel plant is dictated by 

tranur-'->,"+0tion costs, market areas, and avallabili*» of water (rivers    etc.) and services. 

I 
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lhe principal factors governing the location of an integrated Bteel complex includei 

(a) Availability, and transport and assembly oomts of raw materials {iron ore,  ooai 
eto.)j 

(b) Principal market areas ¡ 

(o) township and infrastructure naedaj 

(d) Availability of water supplies and other cervices| 

(e) manpower aupplios and labour COBíB; 

(f) mnvironmental considerations and constraint«. 

Ulis list oould be further elaborated, dependió on whether the steel pl««it is to bo in 
integrated,  semi-integrated or mini  one. 

Proximity to a «as field  is a primary consideration for the location of a direct  reduc- 

tion sponge plant.    Modern slurry iron-ore concentrate transport systems favour coastal 
integrated steel plants. 

iBBue Mo, A 

KNOW-HOW AND HUMAN HR300RCES 

'tut 4 üü 
What were th. aain difficulties in the setting up of technical consultancy services for 

the developaent of iron and steel industries in the developing countries in the past?    How 

can the experience and co-operation of developed countries be utilized for the mutual benefit 
of developed and developing oountries? 

ltf¥« 4 (t) 

What aas bom the experience of the developing countries in the use of technical 

consultancy service, provided by the developed countries in the establishment/expansion of 
their steel industryT 

itfst 4 (ff) 

What measures can be adopted to promote the development of technical consultano/ 

servio« in the developing oountrie. to the extent consistent with their national plana, 
objectives and capabilities? 

In particular to what extent oan the steel projeotm union are under construction and 

plained in developing countries promote, on a national or rational basis, the development of 
teoanioel oonaultanoy services in these oountries? 

f* «mat extent save «ha developing oountries benefited from the training provided by 

th« developed countries aad «mat has been their eaperieaoe m th«.* fields? 

Mm* step* esji be reoesssmded/taken to proejóte the training of personas 1 laolweiajf 

sssmajssMt fe* the steel industry of the deve lopin« oowtriee by internat ioa»l 
organisations WMIMT 

\ 



If»<> 4 (f) 
What measures oan be taken by the developing countries themselves for providing 

training facilities for the growth of their iron and stael  industry? 

IV.    BACKDKMiD AND SUPPORTINO INFORMATION ON ISSUE NO. 4 

1.    The role of taohnioal consultano* lervioes 

Know-how and technology may make the difference between suocess and failure in th« expansion 

of suoh a capital-intensive sector ae iron and steel.   Although the basic soienoe and technologies 

used today in the iron and steel industry have been available for a long time, the sector is 

very sensitive to small improvements obtained through long term research and development or a 

slow accumulation of operating experience.—' 

The main areas where know+iow is essential in the iron and steel industry are general plan- 

ning and feasibility evaluation, plant design and engineering, equipment design and manufacture, 

plant construction, process and product development and control, and management of operations. 

In all of these areas, the developed countries have today a decided advantage, and the expansion 

of the worlds iron and steel industry will depend to a great extent on their collaboration with 

the developing countries in know-how and technology arrangements. 

Figure V illustrates the many steps required between planning and operation and gives a 

rough estimate of manpower   requirements  for the construction of large-scale integrated steel- 

works.    Selection of the best site,  most appropriate design of plant, most economical purchase 

of equipment and structures,  shortening of construction period and shortest possible start-up 

period are the main criteria for the planning and engineering of new steelworks. 

As indicated in figure VI, the establishment of a steelworks takes a long time and requires 

a large number of trained personnel.    Only long experience and accumulation of know-how and 

technology oan develop the planning and engineering capability needed. 

At präsent in the iron and steel sector, the developing countries are almost totally da- 

pendent on the developed oountriee for the know-how and technology required for sectional plan- 

ning; plant desinai,  engineering and construction; plant operations and management{  and process 

and product engineering,    fhis dependence could be measured in terms of the outlay for technical 

servioes (feasibility studies, sectoral planning, engineering and designi  start-up sad construc- 

tion) but no statistics exist for this software trade.   It  is estimated, however, that it aooounts 

for some 5 to 8 per oent'of total investment in the stotor.    On the basis of the growth projeoted 

for the iron and steel sector of the developing countries,  some 95 million tons oapaoity will 

have to be established in the deoade 1976-l°/85i involving an investment of the order of §8*, 

billion.   This would oorrespond to about 15 billion of teohnioal servioes required by deve loping    . 

countries.    Sinoe some of the developing countries have a substantial oapability in this broa* 

area (Argentina, Brasil, Oh ina, India, Mexico, and others) it is estimated that abetrt 80 par 

cent of the amount mentioned (i.e. t4 billion over th« deoade) will heve to be spornt abre*«, 

¿port from the feot that the outlays in foreign ourrenoy for specialised servioes imported from 

developed ooiaitries will be substantial in themselves, there is a more important consideration 

to be kept in nindt    the decisions made or implied in the preparation of feasibility studies or 

11/   The iron and steel industry has never had a teohnologioal breakthrough comparable to 
the transistor, for exemple.   The oxygen oonvertsr, «hioh revolutionised «he «ooaoeuo« of the 
industry, «as proposed by Bessemer a oentury ago. 
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in the engineering of now plant   installations have  specific  imp! ir-ationt;  for Ihe developing 

countries and to a large extent  control  the  choice  of procesa and  equipin.-nt.    AB a result, 

developing oountrien  frequently find  themselves burdened with processes and industrial  instal- 

lations which are not  really  the  beet   suited to  their conditions    uid n-'ci,:,.    Furthermore,   the 

dependence  on   imported know-how restricts the dev-ilopnent  of local   capability,  oi-jpr.-cially 

technical  aervi.ee.- -and capital-goods  production. 

Besides   b'.iru1- purchasers of explicit  know-hou (th«.   technical   services?  mont-ioned above) 

developing countries are also  importera  of  large amount-"'  of implicit  know-how "buiit  into"  the 

equipment  they buy acroad for their iron and stool  plants.    It   is  estimated thit  roughly   20  per 

cent   of the  cost  of the plant  equipment  purchased abroad represent  payment a for know-how  (de- 

signer:-,   í'iGchanioa]   engineers,   skilled technician!": ami workers etc.).    Thus,   the true  cost   of 

know-hou,   in   terms of both  total  requirements and imputed know-+iow,   would be muoh  higher than 

the  figurea  (uoted  for technical  services  alone. 

2.    Experience of the developing countries 

Developing countries such as Brazil  and India have endeavoured to build up their own   techt- 

nical   consultancy servicer,  in the public and private sectors with  valuable  results.    The  re- 
12/ commendations  irn.ie by a planning body in  one  developing country—*" with the aim of speeding-up 

attainment  of maximum self-reliance  in technical  consultancy services for industry (including 

the   iron and nteel  industry)  covert 

(1) Routing of importa  of process know-how and equipment   de sigi through consulting/process 

engineers  so as to avoid duplicating imports  of know-how; 

(2) Allowing the importation  of new and improved processes  and technologies  for the   manu- 

facture  of the  same  product  only when there  is a demonstrable advantage in doing so; 

(3) Allowing the importation  of know-how and process designa as far as possible only on 

a non-exclusive basis; 

(4) Avoiding the importation  of package deal;? and turn-key  jobs; 

(5) Encouraging the  establishment  of proper liaison between  research laboratories,   equip- 

ment and product manufactures,  and consultancy and process design  organizations as a means  of 

hastening the commercial utilization of the results of indigenous research, design and development 

work; 

(6) Avoiding expenditure of foreign exchange on feasibility studies; 

(7) Ensuring that the main work of compiling data and designing plant and equipment  is 

done within the country,  if necessary with assistance from foreign experts. 

The experience of developing countries in the use of technical consultancy services  provided, 

by the developed countries in the establishment or expansion of their steel industries has been 

of a varied nature.    In some oases,  it has been highly satisfactory, but in other cases,  it has 

been quite unsatisfactory.    The reasons for dissatisfaction include! 

1¿/   Journal of Scientific and Industrial He search, vol. 29 (December 1970), pp. 537-538. 
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t.     Improper patching of  s+<:c [•pplant  constituent   unita (coke  ovens,  blast   furnaces,   steel- 

making,   the  rolling milla find firn dun;» departments)«. 

?.     The recommendation  of technological  processes that werf;  unproved,  and recommendations 

aimed at  boosting sain  of equipment ; 

3. Unsuitable plant   locations,   layout,  and services; 

4. Underestimation of capital  chargea  (depreciation,  overheads etc) and capital 

recovery charges; 

S     Technical and economic  studies that   lack depth and detailed analyses of capital 

equipment  and  investirent  costs  (local   currency and foreign exchange components); 

6.    Underestimation of operational   and  production   costs. 

In  the developing countries,   the choice of technological processes and economic considerations 

are  often based on non-technical   facte rr,  because the selection  of procese technology and the 

related plant  equipnont   are  inevitably  linke,:   with the  particular i ron-and steel-fnaking capital 

equipment   supplied by the  country  providing 1he technical  and/or financial  aid.     The choice of 

process and the operational   flowsheet  therefore depend on the country's  financial   resources, 

the market  pattern and  its future  projections,  the financial capital  outlay and the least   foreign 

exchange  component  involved.    The  process selected may not be the best  technically but  it  could 

still enable a country to meet  recurring demands  for capital spares and   trained technical per- 

sonnel. 

The  application of newly-developed process  is not necessarily automatic or axiomatic  in a 

developing country.    Any new process has to be tested over a substantial  period before it  can 

be  recommended for application elsewhere.    Many new processes could fall by the  way-aide  in a 

developing country because,   for example,   instrumentation,  automation,  and mechanical control 

have hot  been  sufficiently developed locally.    Apart  from capital outlay and foreign exchange 

resources,  factors that must be taken into account would include the availability of raw materials, 

steel   scrap,  and fuel. 

3.    National efforts and international co^-opration required 

It  is vital for the developing countries,  individually or as a group, to develop to the 

maximum their local capabilities for the planning, engineering,  design,  construction and start-up 

of new iron and steel capacity.    This will require the establishment of local consulting and 

engineering firms or organizations, which may be private  or govemment-eponsored.    A variety 

of such firms would be needed  in the  larger developing countries, each with a certain degree of 

specialization in the various services required.    In the smaller developing countries,  or in 

those where industrialisation is  just beginning,  a government organization might be put  in oharg« 

of developing local sources of iron and steel know-how.    It should be emphasized that know-how 

is needed to evaluate,  select and purchase know-how from abroad.    It is also essential to have 

local capability to evaluate and reach decisions on planning and investment.    Apart from the 

incentives and support which the Governments of developing countries may wish to offer to stimulât« 

the establishment of specialized technical services, it  is clear that there is ample room for 

constructive international co-operation in this area. 

I 
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Developing countries'should  lay  special   airea* on  the development   of  local   know-how capa- 

bility,  beginnin« with the civil   engineering work,   followed  b,  auxiliary  facilites «id,   finally, 

the planning and engineering of the  main plant.    Steelwork« always  requie  modernization and 

plant operators  easily adapt  to modernisation planning.    So., of the  developing countries already 

ask foreign  engineering companies to use domestic engineering capability as ,„uoh ,.  „o-axble, 

80 as to tracer *now-how and technology to  local   personnel.     Steelwork,  built  under «turn-key« 

contracts  with   foreign enterprises  eon.etimes  run  into  serous  operating difficulties.     The  ,ax- 

imm use  of  domestic human resources  and  capability,   fro. the  stage,   of  planning and engineering, 

ie the key  factor  for successful  operation. 

4.    Manpower and training 

Sow  of the  steeluorks of the  developing countries are  operating at   present at  only a part 

of their capacity,   in spite  of high demand for iron and steel   products  on the  local market.    The 

.ain reason   for  this  is usually a lack of trained managerial and technical  personnel.    Since 

under-utilization  of equiPment   is the  main cause  of  increased costs  in a capital-intensive   in- 

dustry such  as  the  „teei industry,   training of managerial and technical   personnel   is essential. 

The nunb-r  of personnel  directly  required for operation varies  largely according to  location 

and plant  sue.    For the developing countries the number .ay reach  6,000 to  10,000 for a 1 million 

ton par year  integrated works with a productivity of the order of 100 to  170 tons per man-year, 

which is  low.     Por a production  of 530 million tons  in  2000,   some   3 to  5 million workers would 

be neoe8sary.     About   20 per cent   (0.6 to 1  million)  of these would have to be  .ell-trained man- 

agement and technical personnel  and  another  30 per cent at  least  skilled workers.    The  figures 

are  indicative  of the order of magnitude of the problem to be tackled. 

It  Bhould be noted that   it   is necessary to train a considerable number of workers well  before 

the atart-up  of the works and al3o  for a long time afterwards.    Educational  and training facil- 

ities are  of the highest  importance  for smooth operation and must be a permanent  feature  of 

plant activities. 

Particular attention must be  given to the training of maintenance  workers and to the estab- 

lishment  of a maintenance system that   is best  fitted to local conditions.    A stoppage  in one 

department  of an integrated works often means a stoppage of the whole works.    Without a »11- 

e.tablished maintenance system it  i. impossible to maintain production at a steady and efficient 

paoe. 

in the  ultimate analysis, the critical factor for the successful establishment and operation 

of iron and steel plants is the availability of local personnel of the highest calibre.    The 

development  of full local capability for planning,  engineering,  construction and operation is 

directly related to education and training,  it requires and justifies special national and inter- 

national efforts. 

Developing countries can greatly assist each other in the training of manpower for the steel 

industry, there are several notable examples of suoh assistance.    The training thus provided by 

a developing country is well suited to the recipient country's pUr* need, and operational and 

maintenance requirement..    Training provided by an advanced country in sophisticated instrumen- 

tation, automation, automatic control systems, and computerised operation, may not always be as 

'     - 
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useful Wile«« such specialised training is n^ci finally needed by a developing country. In 

some least-developed and small steel-producing countries, assistance ia noeded in different 

training areas.    Such considerai i one must   be  oa re fa 11.y matched. 

The developing countries can also assist   each other in the  field of high-lovel   business 

'    management.    International  organizations  (including United Nations agencies)   can play  and have 

played useful  roles in providing effioinnt  managors and buoiness management  to  the  iron and steel 

industry in developing countries. 

Issue No. h 

PUfllAL FOP THE MANUFACTURE OF CAPITAL (Í00D8 TOR THE I HON  AND 3TBBL 
INDUSTRY  IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

iBaue  5 U) 

Hhat has been the experience  of developing countries so far in importing the capital  goods 

required for their steel   industry? 

Issue 5 (b) 

Hhat are the sain difficulties delaying the growth,  in the developing countriea,  of the 

manufacture of capital goods for the establ ; shnent/expansion of their steel   industry? 

Hhat step« should be  taken by the  developing and daveloped count rien to promote  the manu- 

facture  of capital goods  in the   former and to  reduce their need for imports  of equipment  for the 

iron and steel industry? 

IMI« ï U) 
Hhat »eaaures should be taken to ensure that the already planned  steel  projects and installed 

capacity in devsloping countries will lay the basis for developing on a national or regional 

basis the Manufacture of capital goods? 

T.    BAGKJPDUMD AND SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR ISSUE NO.   5 

1.    The a—d for the —nufaoture of oapital goods in developing ooufftr»es 

The developing countries depend almost entirely at present on the  developed countries for 

the specialised squipaent and heavy structures needed to build iron and steel  plants,    although 

China «id India have attained a high degree of self-sufficiency, all the other developing countries 

depend on the developed countries to supply 70 to 100 per oent of the hardware needed for the 

expaseiuu of the steel seotor. 

In the «•»* 25 y»*rs the developing countries will constitute a market  for capital goods 

(equipment and «twotures) of roughly the same sise as the market for the same goods in all the 

developed countries.    The oapaoity to be installed in the developing countries in the decade 

fro« 1976 to 19«5 alono will be of the order of 95 million tons which represent a capital goods 

aarket equivalent to tuo to four times the total oapaoity installed in the largest produoer 



countries of Wo Ht em Kurope.    Thin largo now Wirket  for capital   goods oertainly  justifies the 

expansion or establishment  of  facilities   for their production  in  the developing coimtries them- 

selves» 

The additional   facilities  would be   justified by savings  in   foreign exohange, a greater degree 

of self-sufficiency and   self-reliance,   the acquisition  of critical  technological  capabilities, 

the posDibility  of designing and building equipment appropriate to local  conditions, and  the 

creation of specialized   jobs and opportunities   for advancement   for local  workers. 

It is recognized  that tho  production  of  capital   "oodu requires highly-skilled management 

and technical personnel.    There  is no reason   to  believe, however,  that  this is not possible  in 

the developing countries,  and there is  indeed no alternative,  because the developing countries 

will be unable  to expand their iron and   steel   industries to meet the Lima target unless they 

have their own  sources   of heavy capital  goods to cover at least  70 to  80 per oent of their total 

needs.    Since other se.cA.ora of the industry and  infrantructure also require heavy capital  goods, 

it is certain  that the  market   in the developing countries more than  justifie* the further  in- 

stallation of local  production capacity. 

The Bteel  industry   is the  largest   consumer of capital goods.    In order to construct  a 1  mil- 

lion ton ptr year steel works some 200,000 tons  of equipment and heavy structural materials have 

to be used.   This me^ins  that  in order to  reach the target previously suggested for developing 

countries, roughly 100  million tons of heavy capital goods equipped with sophisticated instru- 

mentation will   have to   be supplied within  25 years.    If the requirements for modernization and 

maintenance of steel   plants are taken  into account,  the  figure  will  increase considerably.     Since 

capital goods are very  expensive and world production  capacity is limited,  the creation of new 

capacity to produce heavy equipment and  structural materials locally is of great importance  for 

developing countries  unless such capacity is  created.    The dependence  of the developing countries 

on the developed countries may reach a   leve,  at  which it becomes a burden for both sides. 

2.    De3ia» md manufacture of capital jçoods 

The daaign and manufacture of capital goods are part of the  industrial heavy machinery 

sector, which consists  of a large number of manufacturers operating either as independent engi- 

neering firms or parts  rf complexes.    Major steel-making centres in lurope, lorth iasrioa and 

Japan, and increasingly in such countries as Brazil, China and India,   are capable of doing most 

of the neoesBary engineering and manufacturing work for themselves and for export. 

The might   of the   capital plant and machinery is normally one tenth of the installed steel 

production capacity.     10 million tona of new steel-making facility may require something like 

1 million tons of equipment,  excluding heavy and light structural materials.    A more specific 

estimate is given in  table 7» 

Table 7.     Estimate of equipment  and structural materials requirements 

Plant oapaoity 
(million tone) 

0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 

Gas route  plants 
Equipment 45,500 35,500 160,000 
Structurais 20,000 35,000 60,000 

Blast  furnace   route 
Iquipment 220.000 400,000 
Structural 175,000 320,000 

So-net    M.M.  Luther,  ««Steel produotlon in the Arab world by the year 2000 with particular 
reference to capital equipment", New Delhi, June 1976,  annexures III, IT. 
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It may be aaaumed that the average annual retirement of spares ia between 2,400 and 3, ¿00 

tons per million tons of capacity, depending cm the age of equipment ano maintenance.-* In 

order to determine which domestic aparea manufacturing facilities are lacking, an analysis mu3t 

he made of apare parts according to the raw materials fror which they were made (iron castings, 

steel castings, non-ferrouB castingB, forginßß, structura] steel items) ...rtd their weight. Par- 

ticular attention should be given to faci li tie« for the manufacture of ¡re lium and heavy sparet;. 

In Mexico, for example, medium and heavy apares acccount for as muck ae 70 per cent of expenditure 

on  spares,  although the quantities  involved arc  snail  compared with toial  requirements. 

The development of a local  epare parts  manufacturing capacity   is technologically quite 

simple.    Its growth, however,  will   be affected by such  factors asji*' 

Uncertain quality of indigenous  supplies 

Laok of interest shown by  local  industries  i"  -.iking custom-mad:   spa;-»s for which the 
likelihood of repeat orders  is very  limited 

Government tariff and customs pelicty on  the  import  of spares 

Local  price of manufactured  spare  parts as  compared  with c.i.f.  price  of imported 
3pares 

The agreement or disagreement  of the  steel  plant  management  to risk trying locally 
manufactured spares in view of the  reliability of  imported  spares from original  suppliers 

Stipulation by the purchaser,  at the time  the principal equipment   is orderei,  that 
adequate spare parts and drawings  must  be  supplied by the designers and manufacturers 

Long delays  in the execution of 3pare-parts orders might also be  characteristic of a young 

industrial  venture in this field,   owing to such  factors ast—" 

Shortage or unavailability of suitable raw materials in the country 

Inadequate manufacturing capacity 

Lack of technical know-how 

Inadequate manufacturing skill 

Nevertheless, if spares are not manufactured locally, net only will delays be longer and 

import bills higher; ohanoes to develop local engineering skills and manufacturing capability 

will be missed. 

Spares may be produced in captive workshops attached to the steel works;  and central work- 

shops may also produce important epares and assemblies common to all steel plants (mill spindlar3, 

table frames, rope drums and brake drums for cranes,  roll housings). 

Further expansion of manufacture design and capital goods requires a well-planned estab- 

lishment of design and heavy engineering capability and metal working capacities. 

3.    Fora» of developing local steel-plant engineering and production capability 

In developing looal steel-^lant engineering arid production capability,  priority may initially 

be given to light- and medium-weight rolling mills and finishing line equipment.    Heavy capitai 

equipment  in the rolling mills (heavy blooming and slabbing mills,  wide hot and cold strip milla) 

can be considered in subsequent phases of the development of heavy capital-goods manufacturing cnpacity. 

y/ Ch. L. Sengupta, assisted by UNIDO-MAFDÍSA team, SCOPS of Manufacture of Steel Plant 
Iguipment in Mexico. Mexico   City, May 1976, vol. II.XII-5-3T^ 

H,    ifc¿¿., vol. II.ni-3. 

15/   Ibid- • vo1- IMŒI-2-3. 
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The light- and me di um-weight equipment may include billet mills, bar milla, wire rod milla, 

light structural mil1B,  merchant mills, transfer beds,  cooling beda, ooilers,  shears, and saws. 

Finishing lines will  include  such items as straighteners,  saws,  shears, bundling facilities for 

structurais, bars and rods.    Equipment for cutting and squaring lines for all flat products, 

and continuous  casting machines,  could also be acquired. 

There are many repetitive items of rolling mill equipment.    They include mill stands, 

cooling beds,  roller tables,  coilers,  coil conveyors,  and straightening machines.    There may 

be several hundred of each of some  of the components. 

There aro three  main ways to build up a capital steel-plant manufacturing industry« 

(a) A design and engineering company can manufacture heavy steel-plant equipment either 

to imported blue-prints and drawings on payment of appropriate royalties or independently using 

standard assemblies.    Foundries,  forge plants and equipment  fabrication works within the country 

can be utilized in the manufacture of lighter equipment.    The design and engineering company 

should have a competent   inspection department, a strong engineering team for assembly and com- 

missioning, and possibly a medium-sized assembly shop for trial and checking and,  if necessary, 

rectification; 

(b) One  or more existing heavy-machine manufacturing companies already making engineering 

equipment for other industries (chemical, cement etc.) might expand and restructure to meet the 

requirements of steel  plant  equipment and machinery manufacture; 

(c) A new plant  may be set up on a green-field site to manufacture equipment and spare 

parts. 

Heavy engineering,  once started,  can service several industries such as the chemical and 

cement industries.    In the heavy capital goods sector, an appropriate balance of engineering, 

production and marketing capabilities can be fully exploited and assessed over longer gestation 

and operational periods. 

4.    International co-operation 

In importing capital goods for their steel industries, the developing countries have found 

that the selection of process technology and the related oapital equipment are often linked with 

the particular capital equipment supplied by the country providing the technical and financial 

aid; the oapital equipment may, therefore, not always be the most suitable equipment for 

the developing country's steel industry.    Furthermore,  there may be no international tender 

for capital equipment  when it  is supplied against the technical and financial aid from an ad- 

vanced country; the cost of such capital equipment thus tends to be much higher than on the 

open capital-«oods market.    Nor has the developing country any control over the cost of oapital 

spares for equipment already supplied, and the over-all costs    keep mounting; the costs of 

Bpares go on increasing as the plant and equipment get older.    There is therefore good reason 

for the developing countries to design and manufacture oapital goods for the steel industry 

themselves.    There are, however, many difficulties involved!    there may be no indigenous facil- 

ities for the design engineering of oapital equipment, there may be no manufacturing faoilitiee 

for heavy capital équipant, and there may be a laok of finanoes and technology. 

I 
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It is therefore vitally important for the developing countries to establish capabilities 

for the design engineering and manufacturing of oapital goods for the steel industry in col- 

laboration with advanced oountries.    The measures required must  be planned and implemented 

bilaterally or multi laterally, and some developing countries have already made good progress 

on this.    In order to promote domestic capital-goods produotion oapaoity, tome of the develop- 

ing oountries have beent 

(a) Promoting the establishment of companies for the local produotion of oapital goods 

under joint-venture arrangements | 

(b) Requiring foreign suppliers to use a oertain percentage of domestic oapital goods 

even if these are considerably more expensive than imported goods. 

Issue Mo. 6 

mVWTWfT AMD PSfAMOIAL «QUIHBOKTB FOR UFAJI8I0N 
OF TOT WORLD'S IM» AID STseX DfDUBTRY 

Itfsf fit) 
What are the estimated requirements in terms of oapital and finanoing for the expansion 

of the world's iron and steel industry?   Union oould be the sources and modalities of the 

finanoing required? 

Bearing in mind the multiplier effeots of the steel industry in the prooess of industriali- 

sation, what should be the ori te ria (besides sooial cost-bene fit analysis) for decisions on 

finanoing speci fio industrial projects? 

Hist 6 (?) 
Mbat has been the aotual expérience of developing oountries in obtaining the needed oapi- 

tal and finan oes for investment in their iron and steel industry in relation tot   bilateral and 

multilateral loans and long-term fihanoial assistanosi private invests»ent| barter, trade, re- 

oiprooity arrangements and leasing?   For the future growth of the iron and steel industry what 

is the relative protential of these forms of international finanoing and oo-operation? 

Nhat has been the experienoe of developing oountries with regard to international bidding, 

*turn-*ey" oontracts (packaged deals), supplier's oredit and equity investment, joint venturas 

and consorti» based agreements and what has been the role of the above praotioes? 

¡UH ff I* 
Nhat steps should the developing oountries take to promota looal currency finanoing from 

internai sow oes in the field of iron and steel industry? 

Issaa fr (fi 

Hbat insediata measures oould be oonsidered to assist developing oountries in the provi- 

sion of urgent oapital finanoing for setting up/eatpenaiáf He stool industry based upon mutu- 

ally aooeptable tarns, inoluding oo-operation amongst developing oountries themselves? 
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VI.       BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON ISSUE NO.  6 

1.    Financial requirementa 

A few developing countries have adequate means to finance the expansion of  their iron and 

steel industries,  but most developing countries will havo to rely on external financing to 

cover much or even most of the huge investment required between now and 2000.    Tabic 8 

provides a preliminary estimate of new capacity to be added yearly or five-yearly.     In the 

decade  1976—1985 some 95 million tons of new capacity wi]1 have to be built and put into 

full operation.    In addition,  further investment will have to be made in installations which 

will not be productive in the decade.     It will therefore be necessary to secure financing for 

most of the new capacity to be installed and operated in the decade (it is assumed that part 

of this has already been secured) and for capacity which will  still be under construction in 

1985.    If only the capacity to be metalled and operated is considered, the requirement will 

be of the order of |66 billion.    Of this total,  a good share will be in national currency to 

be spent locally.    This share could be of the order of 50 per cent for all the developing 

countries taken together,  talcing into consideration that  some of them can secure  locally some 

of the necessary services,   construction materials and equipment.    For the part  of the invest- 

ment that will have to be finance! in foreign currency,  some developing countries can lount 

on their balance of trade surpluses.    It  is not easy,  without  further analysis,   to calculate 

the remaining share to be financed by the developed countries,   but it could be as high as 

20 per cent of total investment requirements (or some tU billion), or about  45 per cent of 

all goods and services to be purchased abroad in the period ($17 billion out of a total of 

139 billion). 

Table 9 presenta a rough estimate of needs and capabilities for financing the expansion 

of the iron and steel industry in developing countries  in the future.    It is illustrative and 

intended to  indicate orders of magnitude only. 

One important problem related to the huge investments required is the profitability of 

the industry.     In order to ensure its growth,  the industry must make profits to  justify 

investment for further development.    The steel industry,  however,  is responsible for the 

stable supply of basic products to the market at  low prices.    Large fluctuations in the prices 

of essential materials such as those of recent years should be avoided.    Furthermore, the steel 

industry of the developing countries is weak compared with the giant modern complexes in the 

developed countries.    Because of smaller plants and lower utilisation ratio of equipment,  this 

weakness is likely to continue for some time, except for some plants which are exceptionally 

well lo   ited.    Efforts should be made to determine the conditions that will ensure the 

viability   and profitability of the iron and steel industries of the developing countries. 

2.      Increasing investment costs 

Figures for oapital oosts on iron.and steel plants cannot be interpreted or compared 

«eaninffully unless the various components of the total capital cost are defined adequately. 

Capital costs should normally ino lude oosts of plant and equipment, civil works and 

erection, enàTineerinf, pre-operational expenses, and working capital (includine interest 

during construction). 
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Table 8.    Capaoity increases,  inves+ment and equipment  requirements 
in the developing countries a/,   b/ 

(Rough  estimates at   constant  price  assumed  for 1976) 

Produc- Equipment  and 

Year 

tion 
mi] lion 
tonaj (" 

Capacity 
lllion tons) 

InV'jS tmuni. 
(t billion) a/ 0/ 

structure a/ d/ 
(^billisní  

1973 55.6 
if 

Annual 
Increata Require aient KequirMwnt 

¿-¿/•ear Yearly T«arly 5-vear Yearly 

76 71.4 84.0 7 6 3 

77 77.6 91.ì 7 7 4 

78 84.4 99.3 40 8 36 7 20 4 
79 01.7 107.9 9 a 4 

I960 99.7 117.3 ^ 8 5 

81 »08.4 123.8 4 8 5 
H? 117,8 134.6 9 9 5 
8< 128.0 146.3 56 12 50 10 28 5 
84 139.? I59.I 13 11 6 

1985 151.3 172.9 13 12 7 

86 164.5 188.0 15 15 9 
87 178.8 204.3 16 16 9 
88 194.3 2?2„1 89 18 85 17 47 9 
89 711.2 241,4 19 18 10 

199O 229.6 262.4 19 19 10 

91 249.6 277. * 19 20 10 

9? 271.3 301.4 22 21 12 

93 294.9 327.7 125 ?5 119 24 65 13 
94 320,5 356.1 78 26 14 

1995 348.4 387 ol 31 29 16 

96 378.8 420.9 33 32 18 
97 411.7 457.4 36 34 19 
98 447.5 497.2 200 40 190 3d 105 21 
99 486.5 540.6 44 4? 23 

2000 528.8 5«7.6 47 45 » 

TOTAL 510 4H0 265 

j/   TIM flawra f» a ti*« parted ctrrnpwd etrletly U thi riejitreewtt fir thi actatl lacrtete It priait- 
tlM darle« that perled.   tte ereettlw lut ktw eede far rtpleewwt, eeeeraliatlw «d «latwwce. 

J|/   TN «fleet« erwtae ««eral trwde wd ari eettd W cMitMt (1971) prlcw.   ftetert med M etctlitl« 
IR c«tte1 eeelpewt CMii. laflettw, ted dmleatlw if carread« rwelrt «periti trittewt «d art act 
mmt H W>H« «Ileal«.   Cafltel iejlpewt ten>H«1fet CM« if «*)tch «artM at 100 p« cwt er «era depwd- 
laf aaw the teercw/c«Mtrl« aeaplylet thw) art alta bawd aa tvtreeit. 

j/   tttlwttt beted aa felleela| Mi«pt»«i: 
(I)   letwtawt láclete« pi awl«, wtlaeerle« aad haatehe« ftt;   welpewt (lacladle« Iwd er«aritlw) 

aaa- eretti«;«arts   «r»*etretliee1 art •arala«<«lta).   It am aal »«lede Itfrtttnrflartl tau 
taci Mary facllltlaa «tit« battery Halt attk M «tamal paver baa«, alala«, deta-te« part, 
ttttrael rail wd raad wat«, tiwehlp! 

(II)   ! ernte« t tait aar t« tf «wal ereéectlw t««»ty Itti,000 far tili aw predetti« capacity at 
a arew«fteld alta wd tfOO far tweeel« af « «title« at«) plwt» 

III)   Thwe ntlaatn relate tt «Nelly cMVMtteeal Irw «d tt«l preéectt«  tint fwruce/LO eiyaw 
iteti eeklee/ttte) CMtla« ted rill Ina) far «tabi It*'a«   a« iteci c«Klty M I ar»«-"«1* »*»• 
milt tapwttw.   St«l prtdtctlw beetd « ter« acltlaa la elettri e art furntctt/cMtla« «d 
rilll«e,lttUdlM alai ttttl plwtt, reatini «eh Itti c«lte1 tamtewt per IM taaaclty tkw it 
thaw kart wd «111 d«wd «w wen factert tt electric fvraact tlit wd till taptcltlit; 

(lv)   Tuet 75 per twt af aw predetti« caeaclty It crwttd at the »aw-flild tlttt fir the perl id tf 
U7I.1M5, wd 15 per c«t fer 1M-2000. 

J/   tttleelet teted w the atawaptlw that the cett tf «a I pew I wd ttritctanl titerttl It 55 par cwt tf 
the fatal lavwtawt. 

j/   Ettleetw aeeed w the atawptlw that capacity attilliti« rttlat art 15 eer cwt far the perl id tf 
1IH.19N,   17.5 per cwt far Iwï-WO wd M par cwt far iW-2O0O. 
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In developing countries,   integrated steel plants cannot be built for the sura capital 

cost per ton of stee] capacity as in Japan, the United States, and developed oountries in 

lurope.  Investment costs in developing countries are invariably higher for a variety of 

reasons. 

Oapital costs vary from country to country,  depending on me status of industrial 

development,  infrastructure facilities and services available!    they therefore hardly lend 

themselves to any absolute comparison. 

At the Third UMIDO Interregional Symposium on the Iron and Steel Industry held in 

Brasil in 1973,  a unit cost of iáOO per annual ton capacity MM generally accepted as a 

basis for computing the capital costs of establishing new steel capacity in developing 

countries. 

In the Par Bast between 1950 and 1973, capital costs for iron and steel plants up to 

3 million tons a year capacity have ri Ben as follows i 

Chiba 

Chiba 

Wakayana 

Fukuyama 

Kashima 

Pohang 

Kooshiung 

It can be seen that between 1950 and 1960,  the oapital oost per ton per year mors than 

doubled (250 p«r oent)| between i960 and 1970, it want «9 by another 75 V*r o»t.   After the 

oil prioe increase, the estimated oost for plants planned for ooeipletion wont up by more than 

100 per oent between 1973 (1320) and 1976 (I65O for Kooattlvmg). 

At the Working Oroup Meeting of the follow-up of the Third Interregional Symposium on 

the Iron and 3teel Industry, held in November 1975» this issue can»« up for disoussion. 

The consensus of the steel experts was that an average oapital cost of |75P per ton per year 

would be reasonable for another decade; for future projections up to 2000, a oapital oost of 

11,000 per ton per year would be needed owing to rising oapital costs of plant equipment, land, 

infrastructure facilities and services, and the high cost of inventories, maintenance, 

training facilities, and the like. 

It  is necessary, however,  to taire into account the differences in the investment cost 

per ton per year for the establishment cf new integrated steel plants on green-field sites, the 

expansion of existing plants, and the operation of semi-integrated plants (smaller module 

of about  1 million tons a year oapacity) using the direct reduction/arc furnace route. 

The capital coot per ton annual steel capacity figures indi oat ed are furnished in 

United States dollars for the sake of uniformity of presentation and comparison.    Because of 

the devaluation of the United States dollar in recent years and the effects of inflation on 

the currencies of oountries that supply oapital equipment for the steel industry 

Stajte Tsar of complet Ion             &Uül 

1st 195O                                60 

2nd 1955                       100 

1st I960                               150 

1st 1965                               140 

1st 1970                                200 

1st I973                                350 
1974-1975                          650 

(planned after oil prioe increase) I 
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(federal »«public of Oermany, Japan,   Soviet Ifaion, IMited Kingdom, and IMited State«, for 

«sample), the data given in table« 8 and 9 represent general trend« and are by no mean« 

universally applicable to all countries and regions producing iron and aémel or supplying 

capital goodB for auch production through normal business and aid transactions and bilateral 

and multilateral assistance programmes. 

3.      Sources and form« of financing      experience of developing countries 

Measures to promote the local currency financing of the iron and steel induatry fro« 

internal «ources depend on a country's fiscal policies.    There is no universal measure that 

oan be applied to boost looal finances.    Nevertheless,   local currency financing has to be 

done in auch a way that it inhibits  inflationary trends. 

AB far as foreign exchange for the steel industry is concerned,   several avenues are 

open to the developing countries.     They include« 

(a) Bilateral financial aid on  long-term loan at  low interest rates payable over 

20-30 years with  periods of grace  incorporated; 

(h) Equity participation by foreign firms or countries on an appropriate basis in lin« 

with the country's  industrial oolroyj 

(c) Loans from international banking agencies (IBRD, APB, IMT,  IDB) on acceptable 

terme; 

(d) Bilateral  and multilateral  trade and barter for tha  import  of steel-pl«mt équipaient 

against exporta   of commodities  such as textiles,  cotton,   jute,  sugar,  and cement; 

(e) A variety of arrangements based on (a) to  (d). 

The financing of a highly capital—intensive «Heal   industry is a complex subject, 

particularly where  the developing countries are concerned.    International technical 

consultants often act as promoters  for capital investment  in steel projects in developing 

regions and countries when they disc- as their feasibility studia«,  technical and economic 

evaluation and detailed project reports with capital financing agencie«.    Quite often the 

consultants obtain the «teel plant  equipment from several advanced countries whose 

Government« offer suitable long-term credit termB to the developing country.    While much 

oan be «aid in  favour of auoh arrangement«, the developing country may have no ohoioe but to 

agree to whatever priCets are aakmd for the equipment - prioa« that are often much higher than 

world market prices.    In such case«,  the teohnical consultant« act a« promoters for the «ale 

of plant équipaient on long-term credit term« on behalf of the «quipment suppliers and, not 

infrequently,  both aide« find thi« lucrative. 

In some cases, the developing country agrees that the foreign fir« will aoquire equity 

up to the amount of the foreign exchange requirement« of a »teel project, while the 

indifenou« co«t« of civil engineering,  building, and looal manufacture of «truotural 

material and any equipment that oan be produoed locally are met by the developing country. 

But thi« depends on the policy of the developing country concerned.    where «uoh arrangement« 

are made, the profit« of the projeot are divided appropriately between the two partie« over 

a long «greed period (tan to twenty years or indefinitely), «ad the management of the 

projeot ia «hmredi    a foreign board would have a chairman (or president) who i« a national 

of the developing oountry, and a national board would have a foreign chairman.   There are 

many argument« both for and against the«« arrangement«, and there ia no universal yardstick 

to judge their re«peotive merit«. 

I 
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Capital financing of the Bteel industry under bilateral or multilateral trade agree- 

ment* is auch le»B common but has been employed in a few developing countries when payments 

in foreign exchange (for the supply of the steel plant  equipment and technical expertise) 

are made on a long-term basis in the form of exports of traditional items (tea, coffee, 

jute, cotton,  textiles, hide,  skins and  leather goods    etc.) or products  of the steel plants 

to be erected» 

In a few developing countries wholly indigenous capital financing has been employed 

successfully for putting up small iron and steel plants.     In such cases,   the capital costs 

of the plants- in local currency have been fairly high (in equivalent foreign currency) but 

no higher than they would have been ultimately if financed by foreign bank loans and long— 

tem credit. 

In the case of a large integrated 3teel plant,   it  is usual to placo ordere for the 

plant équipaient and ancillaries with a consortium of firms rather than a single firm. 

This consortium can consist of leading firms from one country or from several countries. 

If necessary,   it can also arrange long—term credit facilities on a Qovemment-to—Government 

buis or through banking agencies and investment centres.    Apart from the normal guarantees 

for the quality of the plant equipment and machinery,  the obligations of the consortium may 

cease once the results of the performance tests are satisfactory.    These tests are normally 

confined to the attainment of the design output  figures over a specific period of time and 

are carried out under stipulated conditions;    all the variables have to  be negotiated and 

agreed upon well in advance by the parties.    The anormous number of loopholes in multi- 

partite agreements indicates how technical consultants operate.    An inexperienced owner ( in 

the public or private sector)  in a developing country has to face a formidable array of 

alignments against which he needs to be fully protected if the best interests of the 

developing countries are to be served. 

If a developing country makes a "turn-key" contract  (a package-deal contract as opposed 

to split contracts) for the supply,  construction and commissioning of an entire steel plant, 

the immediate effects may seem advantageous, but  in the  long run the plant may be run into 

unforeseen difficulties and even financial problems.    There are subtle points to consider 

that are not readily identifiable, even though "turn-key" steel-plant contracts appear 

attractive in a developing country and seem to simplify responsibilities.    The experiences 

of soste developing countries with "turn-key" contracts have been unhappy because capital 

costs have been high and litigation over the interpretation of various clauses in contracts 

ani agreeaents has.dragged on for protracted periods.    Such problems should be carefully 

dealt with when contracts are being negotiated and drafted. 

In developing countries whioh prefer public-sector steel enterprises aided by long- 

tern loans and favourable credit terms from co-operating countries, the picture is somewhat 

different.    If, for example, a foreign country provides a loan to cover all or part of the 

foreign exchange component of the integrated steel project, tenders for the plant equipment 

are often confined to firms of that country, and this may sometimes limit the efficiency of 

the new plant.    lVen where global tenders are employed,  the steel plant  specifications may 

be adjusted to suit the équipaient suppliers of the country providing the credit.    These are 

not hypothetical possibilitiest    there are quite a few examples of such situations in 

developing countries.      It is true that the state ultimately pays the capital costs for the 

steel plant, but the oonsuner has to pay higher prices for indigenous steel. 
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Issue WO. 7 

INTOWATIOKAL TRADE IMPLICATIONS 

TffW 7 it} 
What are the main features, and implications for developed and developing countries, of 

the present international trade oovering the raw materials and steel semia? 

If H« 7 M 
What are the main obstacles in terms of tariff and non-tariff barriers hindering the 

growth of the steel industry in developing countries? 

I»•* 1 to) 

What are the prospects and measures including international stocking arrangements 

recommended to ensure the stable growth of the world trade in raw materials and fuels relatad 

to steel production for the mutual benefit of developed and developing oountriss? 

Iseue 7 (d) 

What are the prospects, and measures recommended, to achieve a mors balanced international 

steel trade on the basis of the experience of the sector in developing oountries?   What will 

be the role of capital goods traie in this connexion? 

VII.    BACKDROWD AMD SUPPORTINO INFORMATION ON ISSUE ffO.  1^ 

1.     The main features and implications of international trade in imp, %ßfl ffT**1 

(a)    Global 

The most striking feature of trade in iron and steel between the developing countries 

and the developed countries over the next quarter of a century will be the groas iabalanoe in 

their net trade flows.    This will be most pronounced in three areast    net import by 

developing countries of iron and steel products at all stages of produotion;    the large 

imports of capital equipment and related technology associated with the industrialisation 

efforts of the developing countries in this sector and the financial implications of the 

investment involved;   and the enormous expenditures resulting from the exploitation and 

shipping coBts associated with meeting the world's iron-ore requirement« over this period. 

The general picture, and its implications, may be outlined as follows! 

(i)    Total exports from the developed countries to the developing countries may 
reach about 1450 billion, and developing countries'exports to the developed 
countries should amount to some 1290 billion.    This suggests that the 
developing countries will experience a trade deficit of some |160 billion 
over the next 25 years (see figure Vil) j 

(ii)    While the developing countries'  imports of steel products and coking ooal will 
be almost covered by their exports of iron Te, oil and gas, the neoessary 
purchases of engineering, equipment,  heavy structures and construction works 
cannot be financed from exportB earnings ar,i will therefore constitute most of 
the developing countries' deficit ; 

l£/ The background and supporting information for this issue is baaed substantially on 
the contribution and collaboration of the UNCTAD secretariat in compliance with resolutions 
adopted at the Second Conference of UNIDO in March 1975 and at UNCTAD I? in Nay 1976. 
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Pleur« VII.    Trade otly related to steel industry 
between developed oountriea and u .  sloping countrins a/ (1976-2000 aooumuiated) 

Net export fron developed oountriea Net oxport from developing countries 

Steal 920 Billion tons 

•200/ton 

X 

/ 

Ooking ooel^ N» 
1,275 aillion tons 

•90/t! on y 

engineering*' \, 
equipment »ad structural 
oivil and ereoting 

/ 

Total export * 
fro« developed countries 

•184 billion ^ 

C    1107 

1115 billion ^> 

1153 billion 
> 

1452 billion 
> 

y 
billion 

Iron ore 5» 350 
million tone 

•20/t on 

<C 
/ 

1180 billion 

\ 

Oil and ¿as 
1,500 million 

•120/ton 

towS/ 

Total export from 
$207 billion developing countries 

< (deficit » IloS biiiibn)  

Total trad« #739 billion 

%/     Based on eetiaatee of table 4 and current  ( 1976) unit price.    Very rough estimate 
to indicate aagnitude of trade. 

ij/     assuaing 30 per cent of developing countries' consumption is to be imported from 
developed oountriea. 

o/    aeeuaing consumption of 100 kg per ton of steel and- that 60 per cent of developed 
countries' consumption is to be imported from developing countries. 

d/     See table 9. 
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(iii)    In order to facilitate the huge volume of trade, autual aid ani cooperation 
between developing countries and developed countries and between the developing 
countries themaelvee are of extreme importance.    Consultations between then 
in all fields related to the iron and steel industry, should be oontinued and 
accelerated. 

World trade in steel rose from 60 million tons in I965 to about 90 million tons in 1970, 

97 million tons in 1972, and an estimated 110 million tons in 1973.   Figure VIII shows the 

position for imports of steel by developing countries.    It  can be seen that, while the 

inoreaae in tonnage imported has been approximately linear since 1965» toe total oost of 

imports has grown much more rapidly as a result of the severe price increases over the period. 

In 1974, total tonnage imported was 40 million tons at a total cost of $12 billion*   The 

attainment of self-sufficiency by 2000 will require continued imports of ateel by developing 

countries at an even higher rate and will thus place a continuous heavy burden on their 

already limited foreign exchange resources. 

The uncertainty of price fluctuations in recent years must also be noted.    The price 

of reinforcing bars,  for example,  climbed steadily from $100 per ton in January 1972 to 

$122 per ton a year later.    By January 1974* the price had more than doubled, to t280 per 

ton, and reached $320 per ton in April 1974. although it has fallen again since then.   Thame 

fluctuations in steel prices coupled with uncertain deliveries and rising; freight costs bava 

created serious problema for the developing countries in meeting their growing steel 

requirements.    One way to reduce this problem might be the institution of oo-operative 

arrangements between developed countries and developing countries that oould lead to mutually 

beneficial long-term contracte establishing pre-determined price ranges for steel producta. 

The development of regional and inter-regional trade agreements between developing countries 

could also help to stabilise prices. 

The developing countries are exporters of large amounts of iron ore (see figure IX). 

9ub-Sahelian Africa, Latin America and South Asia are large exporters;    the Arab countries 

and South-tost Asia produce, consume and export very little. 

Trade in iron ore was about 263 million tons in 1970,  330 million tons in 1972, and 

350 million tons in 1973«    The share of the developing countries was about 130 million tona 

in 197O,  150 million tons in 1972, and I70 million tons in 1973 or 49 P«r cent, 45 P*r cent 

and 48 per cent respectively. 

In most industries, prioe variations are most marked at the input (commodities and raw 

materials) stage and diminish as the end-product stage is approaohedi   with steel, the 

reverse is true. 

Prices of some raw materials have been quite stable in recent years,  ooapared with the 

prioe« of the steel produots and scrap shown in figure X.      Others, however, have risen 

considerably and are oauaing great ooncern about the future development of the steel 

industry. 
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Major  iron and steel  producta accounted for acme  $1   billion of the developing countries 

exporta to developed countries in "1O74 (aeo table  10) and this is  leas than one eleventh of 

the corresponding exporto  from developed countries. 

Table   10.    Developed count riet,'   importi; of major products of iron and steel   from 
developing ci-untrieu and territories,   1973 and 1974 

SITW 
code Short description 

671 Pig iron 

Ó74 Plates and sheet3 < f  iron and steel 

678 Iron aiid  steel tubes and pipes 

673 Iron and sueel bars and shapes 

672 Ingots of  iron and steel 

Other 

Total:     Iron and ste^l 

Xurcc;    "INCTAD. 

a/      Standard International Trade Classification. 

The major importing developed oountries in 1974 were the United States (tt>23 million), 

Prance ($116 million),   Italy ($102 mil1, ion), Japan ($98 million) and the Federal Republic of 

íVimany \%6b million).    The increase in the imports of iron and steel from developing countries 

was particularly rapid  in   1974:    United  States  (97 per cent);    Japan(76 per cent);    Prance 

(52 per cent).     Italian  imports  increased ver,'    little  in value,   however,   and imports by the 

Federal Republic of Germany fell  by  12 per cent.    The main developing country suppliers  in 

1974 were the Republic of Korea ($321 million),  New Caledonia ($184 million),  Yugoslavia 

C$137 mil lien)   the Dominican Republic ($97 million),  Mexico ($48 million),  Argentina 

($46 million^ and  India ($32 million).     Expansion of exports in  1974 was  particularly  rapid 

in the caBe of the Republic of Korea (179 per cent) and Mexico (85 per cent).     Large 

individual  flows of trade   in iron and steel between developing countries  and developed 

countries,   involving $30 million or mem in 1974,  wem United States  importa from the 

Republic of Korea (,$260 million),   the  Dominican Republic ($^5 million),   Mexico  ($47 million), 

Argentina ($43 million) and Brazil ($36 million);    Prance's imports from New Caledonia 

($106 million);  and Italy's imuorta from Yugoslavia ($58 million). 

Developed countries' imports of ore  and concentrates  in 1974 were valued at   $2.i  billion* 

semi-manufacture^$!. !  billion^  and finished manufactures, $200 million.    Finished manufactures 

thus accounted for only 5 per cent ol'  imports  by developed market  economy countrias for the 

iron and steel sector,   whereas raw materials accounted for 60 per cent  of imports for  the 

sector. 

Exports of raw materials from developed countries  to developing countries  are insignifi- 

cant,  and finished manufactures accounted for  10 per cent of the sector's exports.    The  bulk 

of developed countries  exports  to developing countries  consisted of semi-manufactures worth 
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|12 billion. The main items of somi-finiBhed manufactures of iron and Bteel exported from 

developed countries tc developing countrieB in 1974 were plates and sheets ($3.6 billion), 

bara and shapes (12.4 billion), ingots and other primary forms (H.4 billion), finished 

Btructures (1700 million), hoop and strip (1400 million) and wire (»300 million). Expansion 

in exporta to developing countries was particularly rapid in 1974 in the case of tubes and 

pipes (170 per cent) and bars and shapes (145 per cent). The principal items of finished 

manufactures of iron and steel exported to developing countries in 1974 wore tools 

(1500 million) and locksmiths' wareB ($200 million). 

(b)  Trade between the developing countries 

There are many arguments to support the idea that the developing countries should 

actively pursue increased trade in iron and steel products between themselves and not depend 

too much on exports to developed countries markets alone. Theee arguments include: 

(1) The rationalization of such regional factors as relative market sizes and distri- 

bution of resources ; 

(2) The structure of tariffs and other non-trade barriera in developed countries1 

markets ; 

(3) Transportation cost considerations; 

U) The realities of the structure of the international ateel market (intergovernmental 

and private industry agreements on market shares, voluntary export constraint, pricing, 

investment and specialization policies); 

(5) The instability of iron and steel prices in the markets of developed countries. 

There is already trade in iron airi ateol products between developing countries. The 

following estimates (tables 11 and 12) of regional and inter-regional trada in iron and steel 

products between developing countries are based on a sample of 50 developing countries that 

supplied trade data. The figures include only the trade flows between theBe 50 developing 

countries and therefore provide only an indicative picture of the trade links between all 

the developing countries in 1973. 

Perhaps the most important indication this data provides ìB the extent of regional and 

inter-regional trade in iron and steel. Inter-regional trade is »oat notable between such 

distant regions as Asia^the African regions and developing Amerioa. Existing trade links, 

whatever their commercial and other bases may be, should be further exploited and expanded 

so as to augment the division of labour necessary to promote the industrialization goals set 

by the Lima Declaration. 

An analysis of the total trade flows by stage of processing yields some interesting 

information about the level of industrialization in the iron and steel sector. The bulk of 

regional and inter-regional trade between developing countries is in semi-manufactures, which 

aooount for some 76 per cent of the total value of exports from all countries at all stage« 

of production. This suggests that (a) there is considerable scope for further "down-stream" 

processing in the future and (b) the developing countries will continue to depend on imports 

of finished manufactures from the developed countries until they are gradually replaced by 

imports from the more advanced developing oountriea. The regions with the most trade in the 

more sophisticated finished manufactures of iron and steel In 1973 were Asia (128.8 million), 

the Middle Bast (117.8 million) and developing America (18.1 million). 
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Tabla 11.    Regional e\port trade of developing countries in 
iron and steel producta in 1973 

Ragion 
Intra-regional iron and steel                  Value of intra-regional iron 

exports as peroentage of total                              and ateel exports 
iron and steel exports                                         (i ail Hon) 

Aaia 71                                                           119.5 
Utili Aaerioa 93                                                              97.5 
•orth Africa 84                                                                0.138 
Other Afrioa 89                                                                3.4 
Middle Mast 55                                                               (6.6 

aouroet     UMOTAD secretariat calculations. 

Table 12. Inter-regional export trade of developing countries in 
iron and steel produote in 1973 

Direction of 
trade flow 

Inter-regional iron and steel            Value of inter-regional iron 
exports as percentage of total                       and steel exports 

iron and steel exports                                 (A thousand) 

Morth Afrioa tot 

Other Afrioa 
Middle Mast 
Aal» 

5                                                                138 
1                                                                   272 

less than 1                                                        1 

Other Afrioa toi 

Moria Afrioa 
Dew lopin« Amarioa 
Middle Maat 
Aale,             . 
Yugos lavier* 

9                                                             341 
less than 1                                                           2 
less than 1                                                         17 

1                                                                  33 
leas than 1                                                         11 

Developing Ancrioa tot 

Morth Afrioa 
Other Afrioa 
Middle Maat 
Asia             . 
Tufoalaviar* 

lesa than 1                                                         25 
1 888 
2 2,116 
2                                                            2*189 
2                                                            2,309 

Middle Inet toi 

•orth Afrioa 
Other Afrioa 
Developing Amrioa 
A.Ì.              . 
Yugoslavia9 

17                                                         5.068 
3                                                          906 

leas than 1                                                      98 
25 7,620 

lesa than 1                                                      81 
Aaia tot 

Morth Afrioa 
Other Afrioa 
Developing Aaorioa 
Middle Maat 
TogpalAvia a/ 

1                                                            2,366 
4                                                         7,394 

13                                                       221363 
10                                                       17,211 

leaa than 1                                                     216 
Yugoslavia toi 

Morth Afrioa 
Other Afrioa 
Developing Aaarioa 
Middle Maat 
Aaia 

47                                                         7,164 
2                                                             236 

lesa than 1                                                      48 
28                                                         4.268 
23                                                         3 J 523 

1   UNTAD eeòretariet calculation». 
Yugoalavia is treated aa a separate rearlon. 
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Tariff considérâtions 

The uniqueness of the iron and steel sector in any economy help« to explain its present 

market  structure, and any harmonised market practices it «»y employ,    divan these realities 

it is understandable that imports,  the principal source of potential competition, are closely 

scrutinized and curtailed in various ways - by cartel measures and OovernBent-sanctioned 

trade  policies. 

Developing countries intending to expand or develop  iron and «teel exportB to developed 

countries'markets must take into account the obstacles to trade that are generated by tariffs 

and non-tariff barriers (MTB).    The average post-Kennedy-Itound most-favoured nation,  (MPN) 

tariff rates on iron and steel products range from zero at the ran «aterial stage of 

production to 6.7 per cent at the intermediate stage or •eai-aamfacture level and 10.2 per 

cent at the final or finished manufactures  level.&    While tariffa on individual items of 

iron and steel within each stage of processing differ, the progressive increase of the tariff 

as the stage of processing advances is apparent.    Developing countries planning to gain access 

for their exports of processed steel products to the markets of developed countries should 

take into account the effect that thiB progressive tariff structure say have on their 

competitive position,  particularly where exports of finished products are concerned. 

The Generalised System of Preferences (QSP)offered by most developed countries offsets 

to some extent the restriotiveness of the tariff structure,    Bw 0» schemes of most 

preference-giving countries provide for duty-free treatment of sost iron and steel products. 

The most important of these schemes, however    (those of the DC, Japan and the United States\ 

impose on imports quantitative restrictions that  limit the benefits of preferred market 

access.    In the EEC and Japanese schemes,  these restrictions take the for« of quota« under 

which all imports from all developing countries are admitted duty-free up to a pre- 

determined limit.    Any imports in excess of this limit are subject to full MP» duties. 

Imports from individual countries cease to be eligible for preferential treatment once a 

predetermined share of the total quota has been filled.    Since the quotas are annual, however, 

all developing countries have equal acoeas to them at the start of each new year.    The 

quantitative restrictions embodied in the United States solíase ar« rather differenti    if 

imports of a given item from a given country exceed $25 Billion or 50 per cent of total 

United States imports of that item, that country is subsequently denied preferenoial treat- 

ment  for all time, unless presidential approval is given for its renewal. 

These restrictions and the uncertainty they cause, along with certain product 

exclusions,  stringent rules of origin that qualify goods for preferential treatment, and 

discriminatory beneficiary lists,  require that each developing cosntry apprise itself of its 

eligibility under each separate OSP scheme and for each iron and steel item it wisheB to 

export.    Tt should also be recognized that the OSP, because of the uncertainty of its 

duration and administrative rules,   is not by itself a sufficient condition to warrant plans 

for significant increases in iron and steel exports.    The underlying tariff barriers prevail 

and should always be taken into account in any decision to concentrate on exports to 

developed countries markets. 

jj/      These are the unweighted average tariffs of the BBC (of 9)f Japan and the United 
States. 
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The moat  important other upecial preferential ncheme is that set up between the SEC 

and 46 African,   Caribbean, and Pacific (ACP) developing countries,    Thoae countries ar^ 

mostly tne aasociated African and Malagasy States members of the Yaounde Convention and a 

number of the Commonwealth developing countries.    Under the  EEC-ACF   Convention of Lomé,  the 

46 member States are acoorded duty-free preferential   treatment on all   industrial and primary 

products  listed  in chapters 25  to 99 of the  Brüssel» Tariff Nomenclature.     This arrangement 

particularly affects  21  of the  29 least-developed of the developing countries (I.DO). 

Hnlikf the (JSP,   the LOBS' Convention treats ali   ACP member Utates as  o:v;  area for rules-of- 

oi-igiii  purposes.    Thi3  "cumulative treatment"  clause  opens the way i'or co-operativo 

industrialization efforts by allowing member States  to   specialize or/i    -ombi.no   inputs  for 

duty-free export  to the EEC. 

The progressive nature of taiiffs  on esporta of   iron and steel   j:ioluctj  ri-on< 

developing countries  to developed count riet,  raduniti  any competitive ad van taf.-5.    This appiit?a, 

however-,  only  to products not  accorded preferential   treatment under  t ho  J3F.     There: are two 

ways   in which the developing countries  can attack thone barriers:    tht-y can prosn,   individual- 

ly or  jointly,   for improvements in the 33P prociiv:t coverage and removal of the uaoerta\jil,y 

caused  by ihr.  quant i Vit *ve restrictions,   rules of ori^'n and stringent  adnin^ntrative   rules 

imposed under  lome of the schemes; and  they can participate ant i ve 1.y   in   the OAT"1 Multilateral 

Trade Negotiatir.no to  reduce the MFN   raten. 

The  tariffs currently in force in the devo lupine» countries, themselves,   and the 

principles underlying their present  structure,   should   be 'jorut inised  -vid re—evaluated   in th-j 

light  of present  industrialization and  trade—expansion  plans.     Significant   tariff changea 

may be needed to accomodate these plans,   particularly whore thr; iron art; stee.-l necnor   mú 

the growth of the manufacturing sector   are concerned.     Tariff  reforms that   increase the 

profitability of domestic iron and steel  and  capital   goods production  could overeóme  prer.rrt 

constraints on the growth of the m.viufa<.turing sector. 

Co-ordination of the tariff reform efforts of the   developing countries  should also be 

attempted ao as to maxim le the specialization and division of labour in iron and steel 

production and general  industrialization plans.    Maximusr. attention should be given to 

designing the tariffs  to take into account the complementary needs of the developing countries, 

particularly those at different stages of industrialiaation.    On a broader front,  considera- 

tion should be given to formulating sub—regional and  inter-regional preferential tariff 

schemes for trade between the developing countries. 

3.      Non-tariff barriera 

Besides tariffs,   there is another category of obstacles  to trad" in iron and steel; 

these are the special  restrictions usually referred to ay non-tariff barriers (NTBs). 

They are broadly defined as any measures other than tariffs,  that restrict   imports and they 

include such measures as import  licences, exchange controln,  quotas (including voluntary 

export  restraints),  ijsport surcharges,   valuation procedures,  documentation requiren.ünts, 

customs fees and deposita, patents and  trademarks, and health and safety rules. 
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Unlike tariffs,   MTBe are very difficult to quantify for an estimate of the d afre e to 

which they restrict trade.     Because of the special way in which OTB« are imposed and the 

difficulty of measuring their effect,   it  ìB unlikely that they will be substantially reduced 

or eliminated in the    Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MTW)   in progress in Geneva,    The 

developing countries should therefore take NTBs, as well as tariffe,  into account in weigh- 

ing the decision to export iron and steel products to developed countries. 

The work being done in the QATT Multilateral Trade negotiations involves three groupst 

Ion-Tariff Measures,  Tariffs, and Sector Approach. 

The ion-Tariff Measures Group has set up four sub-groups dealing with quantitative 

restrictions, technical barriers to trade,  subsidies and countervailing duties,  and costo«* 

matters.    The items on its agenda include the establishment  of a second list of non-tariff 

measures and the procedures for negotiations on non-tariff measures not dealt with multi- 

laterally.    In the sub-group on quantitative restrictions, an initial step towards solving 

the problems has been taken by starting consideration of existing quantitative restrictions 

in detailed bilateral and multilateral consultations and discussions.    Discussions on 

licensing procedures are based on two ad referendum texts,  one on automatic licensing sad 

one on licensing used to administer import restrictions.    Tn the sub-group on technical 

barriers to trade, work ìB progressing on the proposed code of conduct for preventing 

technical barriers to trade (often referred to as the draft  standards code), which is 

intended to deal with the problems raised by standards and packaging and labelling regula- 

tions.    The applicability to the draft code of the definitions drawn up by th« Unit»* lation* 

Boonomic Commission for Europe and the International Organisation for Standardisation is 

being examined.      Delegations have also been invited to make proposals on how narks of origin 

Bhould be dealt with in the negotiations. 

4.      Transportation costs 

The transportation costs of iron and steel products are a third major factor to be 

considered by developing countries in their planning for the future patterns of trade in this 

sector.    Developing countries other than those which are geographically clos« to developed 

countries'markets (the Äcrth African and Middle Eastern countries close to Barope, mom« of 

the Asian countries situated close to Japan, and those Latin American countries with «amy 

access to the Bbrth American market) may find that ocean transportation costs «rods whatever 

competitive advantage their exports otherwise would have in developed oountriM markets. 

Distance, the value of iron and steel products, siee, and handling diffioultiam are all 

factors in the calculation of the rate.    Consequently,  as developing countries seek to 

export more highly processed iron and steel producta, they will face rising oosan freight 

ratest that will be further inflated according to the distance to the markst, availability 

of tonnage, bulkinesa of the products, and other considerations that affect rata«.    Been la 

this light, ragionai and inter-regional iron and steel trade may be preferable to loa#-aaal 

exports to developed countries'markets,  since the alternative may be far developing countries 

to absorb freight costs by setting lower f.o.b. prices in order to remain ooapatltlvo. 

J_/     The increase in value at each stage of production oould be high eaoagh, however, 
• the freight a smaller proportion of landed value smaller than it is for 1«M highly 

finished products. 

J 
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Transportation cost« can constitute a considerable barrier for many developing countries, 

wishing to «port to diatant developed-country markets.     In many instances, however, the 

higher ratei they pay are not solely a function of distance but are related to the relatively 

«•all volume of continuous shipments.    The distance factor oan be partially overcome by »ore 

trading between the developing countries themselves, but attention also BUSI, be given to  co- 

ordinated efforts to create and strengthen national and regional organisations of iron and 

steel exporters, and to the possibilities that shippers  in general have of obtaining fro« 

the shipping conferences special promotional freight rates in oases where iron and steel 

produots are non-traditional exports.    "These bodies should also seek to improve and co- 

ordinate their efforts to secure effective consultation and negotiation with shipping 

conferences or carriers on the establishment of new or better «hipping routes between the 

developing oountriss.    The traditional lack of price competition between carriers requires 

that shippers fro« developing oountries «ut show a oo-ordinated and united front if they are 

to negotiate effectively new and more equitaule shipping exranfemente. 

5.     The structural chariot«riatlos of the inteimUonml iH«l «Mint 

Although the structural,  conduct and performance characteristics of the international 

market for iron and steel are not specifically mention«! in »sue 7 (b), developing countries 

that are expanding their iron and ateel trade should be aware of then and take them into 

consideration. 

The structure of national iron and steel markets oan be described as either monopolistic 

(public or private) or oligopolistic.    The conduct and performance characteristic of the 

national struoturals are also largely characteristic of the international market. 

Host of the steel-producing sectors existing or planned in developing countries are 

state-owned or rftate-controlled enterprises with natural-monopoly or state-monopoly 

characteristics.    In many instances, however, the industry is either too large for current 

domestic demand for iron and steel product» or is not expanding fast enough to satisfy 

domestic demand.    In both cases participation in international trade i« necessary!    in the 

first oase export market« must be sought as an outlet for exoea« oapaoityj   in the second 

oaae iron and steel product« must be imported to meet the demand for specialised product« 

and domestic demand. 

The suooess of efforts by developing countries to expand their share of total trade in 

iron and steel will partly depend on whether or not th«y understand the effect of the 

contemporary structure and practices of the world steel market on international trade in 

iron and steel. 

The present struoture of the steel market« in the major developed oountries, and the 

oartel and other Restrictive business praotice« which emanate fro« it, provide the steel 

firm« of these countries with certain obviou« advantag«« in world steel markets.    There is 

little that the developing oountries oan do to change the realities of present trading 

patterns.   But with proper planning and co-ordination,  supported by a strong desire and will, 

it may be possible to change the patterns and composition of trade over the next 25 year«. 
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Mithout  resorting to outright  imitation,  the steel-producing and steel-conBuraing 

developing countries can nevertheless gain some insights on how to improve trade in this 

sector by closely scrutinizing the established practices of their counterparts in the 

developed countries.    The rationalization of steel production and trade must be viewed not 

only from the narrow national  point of view but also  in relation to their role in regional 

and sub-regional economic groupings,    lihether or not  there is participation in formal 

integration schemes,  new initiatives require priority attention.    One of the first priorities 

should be to  improve existing and create new intergovernmental machinery and institutions in 

order to better harmonize the national and comwon interests of the developing countries with 

respect to this sector.    CloBe attention should bo paid to the establishment of complementary 

agreements between developing countries with export capacity and developing countries with 

import requirements.     Such agreements might include»    industrial co-operation at the enter- 

prise   level  both with developed countries and between developing countries'   steel producers; 

international subcontracting    that contributes not only to the generation of employment, but 

also to the creation of skills,  the transfer of technology and the development of entrepre- 

neurial capacity;     joint ventures between developing countries and developed countries 

(with the latter having limited equity participation or with collaboration arrangements of 

a purely contractual character);    and judicious policies regarding developing countries 

tariffs (the uso of preferential and discriminatory tariffs alike to allow preferred access 

for iron and st'.;el related imports from developing countries and developed countries who are 

participating in co-operative arrangements).    It may be useful to explore the possibilities 

of introducing orderly marketing arrangements,  including che minority participation of major 

developed countries' steel firms,   in order to rationalize and order the distribution and 

staging of iron and steel trade  between the developing countries. 

The present competitive power and position of the developed countries in steel trade 

with developing countries cannot be ignored.    As the traditional net  exporters of iron and 

steel products, at all stages of processing,  to the developing countries, the developed 

countries are likely to maintain their foothold in developing countries'markets.    This is 

especially the case where their transnational affiliates are participating in development at 

all stages of industrialization.    It will take a substantial effort by the developing 

countries to overcome the inertia resulting from these traditional established commercial 

ties. 

Import substitution policies favouring the iron and steel sector are certainly relevant 

in this regard.    The tariff and other supporting measures of the developing countries need 

to be adapted to the requirements of the sector, particularly during itB "infant industry" 

period.    The significance of this sector and its influence on all "donni-stream" industrial 

activities must also be taken into account in formulating protective policies.   Where 

protective measures may lead to increased costs and prices of steel products, complementary 

policies Bhould be adopted that offer effective fiscal and other subsidies to other steel- 

using industries ao as not to reduce their competitiveness.    Agreed orderly marketing 

arrangements might be another way to facilitate operations during the transition period 

required before the changes in the pattern and composition of the world iron and Bteel trade 

can be made. 

\ 
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6. The «isstion of price stability 

Wie relative stability of world prices for iron ore in the past in contrast to other 

inputs euch as fuel, coking   coal and manganese has already been point od out.    In view of 

the estimates which indicate that world consumption of iron ore aay reach 1,900 million tons 

by 2000   - «ore than twice the present mining capacity - iron—ore price formation practices 

may be subjected to change.    Oivcn the  common interest of developed countries and developing 

countries, the various modalities for maintaining relative price stability should be diocusBed. 

This  iB particularly important  to developing countries because they are responsible for 

between 40 and 50 per cont of the iron-ore trade and because iron ore is a major generator 

of their foreign exohange earnings.    Since, on the other hand,   coking coal and manganese 

come «ainly from developed countries,   there should br- eorae grounds fjr an exchange of views 

on the subject. 

UMCTAD is currently undertaking the initial negotiations on the establishment of a 

common fund under its integrated commodity approach.    It is envisaged that the common fund 

will be used to maintain the prices for a set  of commodities yet to be fully determined. 

The provisional list of 17 commodities that are under consideration includes iron ore. 

UNCTAD meetings on iron ore are tentatively contemplated for October  I977- 

7. Trade in capital goods 

Hftny aspects of the role of capital goods»  trade under this sub-iasue have been treated 

extensively under Issue 5.    The importance of attainiiig relative self-sufficiency in this 

sector is almost self-explanatory.    The development of the capital-goods sector is crucial 

to the fulfilment of the goal of industrialization. 

ftjr aany developing countries not currently at a more ad vane od stage of development, 

this sector will not come into its own for some -thile and will constitute one of the more 

heavy drains on foreign exchange resources. 

It is in this sector, particularly in ita more technologically advanced areas, where 

maxima co-operation between developed countries and developing countries will have to be 

sought.   Ike more advanced of the developing countries also have an important rolo to play 

since they have gained the relevant experience in the application and transfer of the neces- 

sary teohnology in the context of their own industrial development.    The development of the 

iron and steel industry as the  leading sector is important to the success of an indigenous 

capital-goods sector.    The more advanced developing countries should therefore use their 

experience to assist at lower stages of development.    Financing and technical know-how will 

have to be Bought fro« all sources.    It is in this area where co-operation between develop ad 

countried and developing countries is most essential. 
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